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Editor’s Note
This year, the staff o f M JR has focused on the state

waged against the pressures wrought by profit-driven rat

o f environmental journalism, analyzing issues and trends

ings. Journos could also take a few pointers from exciting

in the practice and ethics o f a complex, but fascinating

reportage in an area not long ago regarded as the province

area. To be effective, we learned, journalists who cover the

o f tiramisu recipes and snotty restaurant reviews. Food

environment need to know science, policy, politics, eco

reporting, done right, adopts a holistic view that encom 

nomics and law, but not get so mired in details that they

passes the energy and resources that go into producing it,

fail to engage their readers, especially at a time when the
publics attention is split

notes author and freelance journalist Karen Coates.
To help them do a better

by so many other con

job, environment journalists

cerns. And they need to

have some exciting new tools

hew to classic standards

to work with. Beat-blogging,

journalism

for example, is light years

even as they are accused

away from cat blogs. Report

o f objective

by partisans on all sides

ers are interacting instantly

o f being advocates (for

with the blogosphere for feed

the other sides). In the

back, story angles and cred

words o f assistant manag

ible sources. “It’s a two-way

ing editor Jennifer Kirby,

street. It’s not just me spout

environment

journalists

ing,” notes Andrew Revkin

need to “present all the

o f the New York Tim es, who

pertinent information in

writes the popular blog D ot

a way that makes sense,

Earth. How about university-

offers hope and educates

housed

the reader. It’s an over

ism centers, where seasoned

whelming proposition; it’s

journalists

the weight o f the w orld”

students collaborate on path

You

may

have

non-profit journal
and

com mitted

breaking investigative work,

no

ticed that we chose that

on

last thought as our cover

They’re not exactly new, but

environmental

issues?

present conditions may pro

theme. Viewed one way,
it’s a metaphor for the enormous challenges outlined

pel them to greater prominence. Speaking o f innovative,

above, com ing at a time o f tremendous upheaval in the

Jane Stevens updates us on the Great Turtle Race, which

news business. But it may also be viewed as a metaphor

used social networking and multimedia storytelling to

for the pivotal role that such journalists could play in

provide useful and engaging information about an en

shaping the world o f the fixture.

dangered species.

Surely, as we see it, journalists could do a better job

Few newsrooms ever did, and even fewer today, pro

o f reporting the important science that comes out o f our

vide the specialized training for those wishing to cover the

national parks, instead o f pandering with sensationalism.

environment. W e profile a select few schools and colleges

They could look more closely at shibboleths like ecotour-

that excel in offering that necessary background. Som e

ism; they could better shape the debate about change

day, we hope, U M ’s fledgling graduate program in Envi

and growth in Western com munities, including Native

ronmental Science and Natural Resource Journalism , will

American communities that are often unnoticed or over

make such a list. For fun, we also offer a timeline o f world

looked environmental battlegrounds. There, as elsewhere,

catastrophes and how they were first covered. W e have

exploitation o f natural resources can offer a get-rich-quick

also revived a book review section.

solution with long-term consequences for the human and

All o f this content is also available on our website, in

natural world. Media companies could do more to be

pdf form for the magazine itself, as well as additional vid

eco-friendly, whether it’s using post-consumer recycled

eo, audio and photos, at http://m jrjour.um t.edu.

paper or more responsibly recycling electronics.

W e hope you enjoy this issue. As always, we welcome

Multimedia storytellers, as most journalists are learn

your comments.

ing to be, could learn a lot from wildlife filmmakers and

—Clem W ork

the ethical struggles that those true to the science have
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TO S E L L T H E C L IM A T E C H A N G E S T O R Y ?

A!

ccording to a survey done by Pew Re

who have the time and understanding to tell

search Center in January 2 0 0 9 , the

the story.

public is losing interest in the environ

C

a slow story. Clim ate change operates
in cycles o f centuries, and the average

attention span is a bit shorter. And though

In a telephone

out much precedent. W ho is the authority

survey only 41 percent o f respondents felt

on the future? W e are walking through this

we have been talking about it for some time,

that the environment should be a top prior

together, and it’s hard to see the forest for the

there’s been little noticeable action.

ity, down from 56 percent last year. Global

scientists and the economists, and the lob

“There’s a slowness on everybody’s part,”

warming was a priority to 30 percent, down

byists and the debaters. There are no clear

said Phil Condon, who teaches writing to

ment and global warming.

solutions, no one really knows the answers

students in the Environm ental Studies pro

Finding a compelling way to tell a story

yet, and though it is a critical time for policy

gram at the University o f M ontana. The me

nobody really wants to hear is but one o f the

making and an excellent opportunity for the

dia has been slow to cover climate change,

challenges facing journalists committed to ed

public to be involved in the process, the pub

and journalist’s get sidetracked by the fake

ucating the public about climate change. That

lic doesn’t seem that interested.

debate, not focusing on the important issues.

from 35 percent in 2 0 0 8 .

problem is compounded by the science and

The eliminating o f the entire science and

economics o f the story, two more topics that

environm ent unit at C N N seems to support

are hard to explain and even harder to sell.

those results.

Add to the mix uncertainty and conflicting

Policy makers have been slow to react and the
public isn’t demanding change.
“I read Al G ore’s book, ‘Earth in the Bal

Peter Dykstra, one o f those to lose his job

ance,’ in 1992 and thought we would finally

at C N N , spoke to a forum on the future o f

begin to act,” continues Condon. “It’s sev

Understanding is critical at a time when

environmental journalism at the W oodrow

enteen years later and we still haven’t done

important policy decisions are imm inent;

W ilson International C enter for Scholars in

anything m ajor to stop the rise in emissions.”

journalists have a responsibility to inform the

February about this move. He explained that

public so they can have a voice in the process.

W eb clicks are the new Nielson ratings. Pro

values, and the story gets even harder to tell.

C 02

emissions have risen 3 0 percent

globally since 1990.

At the same time, there are plenty o f industry

gramming decisions are being made based on

“It’s hard to talk about m ajor lifestyle

and policy agents com m itted to further con

what news stories get viewed and e-mailed

changes, and that’s what needs to happen,”

fusing the public. There are many obstacles

most, and people aren’t clicking on the envi

Condon said.

to overcome, and there are fewer journalists

ronmental stories.

without sounding preachy.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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Journalists are in a difficult position with

limate change is an old story, and its
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“And it’s a hard story to tell
It can so easily
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School of Journalism: Environmental Journalism Issue
be a gloom and doom story, how do you not

cation on an issue because it came from the

ourselves, with the natural world, and with

turn people off?”

Environmental Defense Fund?
Collecting and disseminating accurate in

the human community.”
“Every year that ticks away the hole gets

lutions and positive things that can be

formation should always be the goal, but fo

deeper,” Running warned.

done,would help keep people involved.

It

cusing on new science and changing forecasts

James Hansen, director o f the NASA

is easy to get burned out with something as

may not be the best way to inform the public

Goddard Institute for Space Studies, first ad

overwhelming as climate change.

about climate change.

Condon thinks that more focus on so

To stave

dressed congress with his findings on global

o ff burn-out among students in the Envi

It was without hesitation that Steve Run

warming in 1988. Since then carbon emis

ronmental Studies program, Condon said its

ning, director o f the Numerical Terrady-

sions have risen significantly and little action

important for them to be working on solu

nam ic Simulation Group at the University

has been taken to curb emissions or prepare

tions, that having hope is important to keep

o f M ontana and member o f the United Na

for the consequences o f a warming planet.

ing young, idealistic minds engaged.

tions Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
unning seems to be joking when he

R

Students in Local Solutions to Climate

Change, pegged the media’s biggest problem

Change, a class offered by Robin Saha to

with the climate change story as “false bal

graduate students in the E V S T program at

ance,” which gives voice to those that are

U M , work with the state legislature and lo

trying to avoid the change that needs to be

isn’t taken soon, he will see that it’s too late to

cal groups to find solutions to climate change

do anything, and at that point he will throw

concerns and encourage public involvement.

made.
“The media feels obligated to give equal

Some experts think journalists need to re

time to the opposing side, but they are not

he was to deliver. He would step to the po

consider some o f what they learned in journal

doing due diligence by verifying facts and

dium and say, “That’s it, it’s too late now, it’s

ism school.

Issues o f “false balance” plague

scrutinizing credentials,” Running said. “C li

over, let’s go have a beer, there is nothing left

environmental reporting because journalists

mate scientists are put through the wringer,;

want to voice both sides o f the issue.

the same is not true o f the deniers.”

for us to do here.”
That time might not be far off, Running

Eric Pooley, a former Shorenstein Fellow,

Running is frustrated that the debate con

identifies this problem in a discussion pa

tinues, calling it a distraction the world can’t

per

afford and a waste o f valuable time.

titled “How Much Would You Pay to

There

talks about when he will just give up.
He figures at some point, if action

in the towel. Maybe it would be at a lecture

added. “A year from today, if we don’t have a
plan in place, it may be too late.”
This next year holds a lot o f potential for

The American Press and

has been a shift from challenging the reality

climate, change action.

the Econom ics o f Clim ate Change” (http://

o f global warming, to questioning what actu

istration is promising to push for some pro

www.hks.harvard.edu/presspol/publications/

ally causes it and whether we really need to

gressive climate change policy. The upcoming

papers/discussion_papers/d49_pooley.pdf).

worry about it yet; but the doubt raised is

United Nations Framework Convention on

“W ith vociferous arguments o f both

enough to the confuse the public. And the

Climate Change in Copenhagen this Decem

sides during the Bush years and disinforma

public is backsliding, they are losing interest

ber will drawn global attention to what we do.

tion com ing from the highest levels o f the

and they are not pressuring law makers to

Save the Planet?

U .S. government, many news organizations

deal with climate change.

The Obam a admin

“This is show time,” Running said. “This
will be a hell o f a year to watch — I don’t

restricted their climate reporting to facile bal

The science is there, the climate is chang

know what will happen. W ill the American

ancing o f opposing views on the subject, even

ing and it will impact the way we live. There

and world public com m it to getting on the

though there was a scientific consensus that

will have to be sweeping changes to the fun

right trajectory? W e will see.”

carbon emissions were warming the planet in

damental structures o f our society, he noted.

potentially catastrophic ways,” wrote Pooley.

The media needs to pay attention to the

Reporters are put in a tough position.

credibility o f its sources, said Running.

Clim ate change is not
tal issue.

an environmen

It is pervasive, and will touch all

aspects o f our lives. It doesn’t really matter

They don’t want to appear to be advocating

George Draffan, researcher at Endgame,

what causes it. The climate o f our planet is

so they offer the other side o f a story that

org, said the way climate change is framed by

changing and we need to adapt our systems

may not really have one.
Much o f the available information is gen

the press and policymakers — and even envi

to the changes that occur. It is the respon

ronmental activists — just confuses the issue

sibility o f the media to keep the public in

erated or collected by parties from one side

and does nothing to address the real problems.

formed about the changes we face, and what

o f the issue or the other, the side that wants

“Debating whether human pollution is

can be done to help us prepare. To do this

to take action to address climate change, and

a deadly problem is a deliberate attempt to

there will need to be coverage that looks at

the side that wants to maintain the status

avoid reality,” Draffan said. “And advocating

climate change from all angles, the science,

quo and protect short-term profits.

little technical fixes avoids the more funda

the politics, the economics and the sociolo

mental problem o f an unsustainable way o f

gy. Journalists will have to understand value
judgments and risk management and be able

by The Heartland Institute, with a promo

life.
“The policy proposals currently being de

tional flyer that promises more than 7 0 sci

bated are completely inadequate to deal with

need to present all the pertinent information

entists who will “confront” the subject o f

the climate changes that are already under

in a way that makes sense, offers hope and

global warming by “calling attention to new

way. To paraphrase Thoreau, ‘W hat’s the use

educates the reader.

research that contradicts claims that Earth’s

o f a growing economy if you haven’t got a

proposition; it’s the weight o f the world.

moderate warming during the twentieth

tolerable planet to put it on?’

D o you report on the 2 0 0 9 International
Conference on Clim ate Change

sponsored

century primarily was man-made and has

“The environmental and econom ic prob

reached crisis proportions.”
D o you pass up a valuable tip or clarifi

lems being debated are symptoms o f a deeper

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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to sort through projections. Then, they will

It’s an overwhelming
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leaked brine. City residents are still dealing

tic. But the Hopi and Navajo tribes see as just

values are often centered around the impor

with cleanup and proposing a pipeline that

the opposite, Arviso said.

tance and protection o f the land.

would pump water from the Missouri River.

Arviso said issues such as air and water

USA Today reporter Judy Keen decided to

The pipeline hasn’t come because the neces

quality, mining, emission standards and prob

look into the story and wrote a piece examin

sary funding by Congress hasn’t come to frui

lems associated with logging are a huge topics

ing this issue. “Given the economic realities

tion yet. Affected residents are receiving emer

missed by both reservation and mainstream

on these nations, the lack o f jobs and poverty,

gency drinking water from the Environmental

media.

there’s a real division about the appropriate
paths to take,” Keen said.

Protection Agency, according to a report from

Although mainstream journalism is strug

the Poplar office o f the Environmental Protec

gling with the lagging economy and jobs for

Keen, who’s done a handful o f stories on

tion Agency.
“A lot o f people are worried about it and
what’s going to happen,” Peterson said. “A lot

environmental reporters are the first to be cut,

reservations, thinks one o f the major issues

Arviso thinks newspapers should be doing

with lack o f coverage is that it’s so tough for

more.

outsiders to gain the trust o f key sources who

o f people are pretty mad because o f the lack

“The mainstream should be doing a better

o f funding for a solution and the amount o f

job and not just waiting for a major catastro

time it’s taken.”

phe to cover it,” he said. “It’s almost as if they

Reservation anecdotes such as this have

don’t care as much about native problems.”

are at the heart o f the issues they’re reporting
on.
Associated Press reporter M att Brown has
written about the coal project and agrees with

formed a com mon chorus throughout his

Back in Montana, a state with eight res

Keen, but thinks there are other contribut

tory, and when coverage has been there, these

ervations, environmental journalism is strug

ing factors. Brown says there would be more

insular issues have reached and outraged an

gling to cover these areas.

Aside from The

noise made in opposition if the project was

increasingly empathetic mainstream popula

Fort Peck Journal, the coverage o f environ

not located on tribal lands, and he feels the

tion. These environmental stories are popping

mental issues remains thin.

coverage o f the issue would be greater.

up all over Montana’s reservations.

M ont., The Great Falls Tribune has an energy

As a writer, Brown said he can note issues

and environment beat written by Pulitzer

that might arise or bring attention to them,

The Crow reservation, located about 2 0 0

In Great Falls,

miles south o f the Fort Peck Reservation, is

Prize winner Eric Newhouse, who has written

but he can’t com ment on them. I f there was

trying to create a potential coal-to-liquids pro

articles on such issues as the natural resource

strong vocal opposition and opinion he could

gram that would bring in a large amount o f

development on the Blackfeet reservation. He

quote them, but with no such material, it’s

money to a very impoverished area. The tribe’s

doesn’t see the reservations receiving enough

efforts have received some national coverage

coverage on the environmental front.

hard to write a story, he said.
As coverage shrinks both on and o ff the

“I don’t think there is enough coverage,

reservation due to the country’s economic

hunting rights on bison who wander outside

but there are so many issues on the reserva

downfall and subsequent loss o f journalism

o f Yellowstone National Park, the contamina

tion that don’t get covered too, so it’s not just

jobs, the number o f stories underreported or

tion o f the Landusky mine and the cleanup

about the environment, it’s about a bigger

missed entirely will grow on the reservations,

that has followed.
Although under-reported environmental

overall problem,” Newhouse said. “There are
so many problems on the reservation like alco

Brown said.
“Anybody who says reservations do receive

as have issues on the reservation such as the

issues such as these-plague reservations across

hol and drug abuse, poverty and child abuse,

enough coverage, I would argue that they

America, the Navajo Times in W indow Rock,

so in that context it’s hard to focus on just en

don’t because things are falling by the wayside

Ariz. is serving as one o f the more notewor

vironmental issues.”

all over the map, not just on reservations,”

Newhouse said he’s beginning to pick up

thy and successful examples o f environmental

Brown said.

on a trend o f tribes facing a clear conflict be

Another reason Brown cites for the diffi

As the leading voice on the biggest reserva

tween impacts o f resource development on the

culty o f covering American Indian environ

tion in the United States, The Navajo Times

environment and a quick, but short lived, eco

mental stories is the rural poverty factor. The

has finished at or near the top o f the list for the

nom ic boost from the companies coming in

extreme poverty is holding back the tribes

journalism on the reservation.

Native American Journalist Association’s gen

to exploit these resources. In some tribes there

from covering environmental issues enough

eral excellence award. Editor Tom Arviso Jr.

are tribal elders and traditionalists who feel

with their papers, says Brown.

has made environmental journalism a major

drilling, logging or mining is a terrible offence

Environmental problems and disasters on

part o f his publication, and he sees improve

against the earth, and to let such activity take

the reservation aren’t the only stories being

ments in the field.

place would be a compromise on the tribes’

missed. There are positive stories to be writ

“Tribal media is by far doing a much bet

values. Then there are those who see dire pov

ten, including the movement o f several tribes

ter job when it comes to reporting on the en

erty and want the cash that these companies

to focus on developing natural resources and

vironment, because they have the right idea

can provide from the start, Newhouse said.

the development o f environmental groups on

The Northern Cheyenne in eastern M on

about how to do it and they report on the spe

An Australian

the reservations who actively protest resource
exploitation by outside companies.

cifics,” Arviso said. “The mainstream coverage

tana face a similar dilemma.

is touch and go and usually there has to be

coal company is trying to put in a mine on

Tyson Running Wolf, the assistant wild

either a tragedy or something bizarre.”

the nearby Crow reservation. Leroy Spang,

land fire management officer for the Blackfeet

The Navajo weekly newspaper writes about

the newly-elected tribal president and a retired

Nations, said that a story could be done on

what affects people in the whole area o f cov

coal miner, is pushing for the mine because o f

a recent self-governance law that allows tribal

erage, not just the reservation. O ne recent

the revenue it could generate for his com mu

nations to oversee their resources and how

instance features a new ski resort in Flagstaff,

nity. There are those in the community who

tribes are responding to this new responsibil

Ariz., that uses chemically treated water to

don’t want it coming in, for fear o f the tribe

ity.

make snow, which the city sees as a good tac

being exploited and because o f the way tribal

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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m,

t a time when climate change and

Borenstein, a science writer at the Associated

mental reporter] is sort o f the background un

global warming are beginning to

Press; Elizabeth Shogren, an environment cor

derstanding,” he said. “You get a much more

as scientific fact rather than

respondent for National Public Radio; Jan

thorough understanding from someone who’s

speculation, one might assume that media

Schaffer, the executive director o f J-Lab; and

been doing it for a long time.”

coverage o f environmental issues would be

Peter Dykstra, the former executive producer

McClure said it wasn’t long before he real

swelling. Much like the rest o f the field how

o f C N N and one o f those laid off in Decem

ized that, as an environmental reporter, he had

ever, environmental and science journalism

ber 2008.

L sink in

seems to be in troubled state.

to get behind those opaque processes and un

During the discussion, Dykstra, who now

derstand them. And that isn’t easy, he said. It

Ultimately, this drift has left environmen

writes for Mother News Network (mnn.com),

requires simplifying the complicated issues for

tal journalists wondering what this means for

an environmental news and information web

readers, which he says is his ultimate job — or

their future, and leaving journalists every

site, discussed a number o f reasons for science

where questioning the importance o f having

and environment being marginalized as a beat.

rather “was.”
For more than 20 years, Joel Makower has

designated environmental reporters on staff.

O ne reason, he said, is factionalism.

been a well-respected writer, speaker and strat

Recendy, these beats have seen some o f

“Environment coverage and even science

egist on corporate environmental practices,

their finest journalists fall by the wayside

coverage are often viewed as polarizing issues,

clean technology, and green marketing. In a

through corporate buyouts and layoffs. In D e

either in the sense that it drives audiences

recent post on his blog, he discussed how the

cember, C N N cut its entire seven-person sci

away because they don’t care, or because issues

recent wave o f downsizing journalists covering

ence, technology, and environment news staff.

like creation versus evolution,” Dykstra said.

environmental issues ultimately relegates cov

Robert McClure, who covered environmental

“About 20 percent o f the American public —it

erage to reporters with less knowledge, context

news for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer since

varies in polls —still believes that global warm

1999, lost his job in March when the paper

ing either just doesn’t exist or is a hoax.”

and historical perspective.
“I hear from such reporters every week:

ended its print edition and moved to a smaller

Throughout the talk, all the panelists ac

general-assignment reporters from newspa

online-only version. Later that month, Chris

knowledged, for better or worse, the dramatic

pers and broadcast stations around the U.S.,

Bowman, the environmental reporter at the

changes taking place in the world o f journal

niche trade magazines, and others seeking

Sacramento Bee, lost his jo b when the paper

ism. “I f you think about what’s happening to

comment or context on a story they’re cover

laid o ff 128 employees.

the economy in general, the journalism busi

ing,” Makower writes in his blog post. “I can

ness is like D etroit.. .we’re getting it worse and

tell you unequivocally that the nature o f their

Unit was fired in November 2 0 0 8 , in the mid

we’re getting it faster,” said Seth Borenstein, an

questions reveals the high degree o f ignorance.

dle o f N B C ’s “Green Week.” In early Decem

AP science writer.

I’m happy to bring them up to speed, but it’s

The Weather Channel’s Environmental

ber, Fortune magazine gave layoff notices to

Dykstra also pointed toward the shifting

both Marc Gunther, a leading thinker, writer

pattern in the popularity o f environmental

a slog.”
Close to home, it’s people like Sherry Dev

and speaker on corporate environmental prac

journalism, which, he said, fluctuates depend

lin who understand the important role the

tices and sustainability, and Todd Woody, who

ing on factors like legislation and natural disas

beat plays for western cites. Today, Devlin is

covered both green energy and clean technol

ters. In the midst o f today’s declining econo

the editor o f the Missoulian, where she was the

ogy. This is just the tip o f the iceberg when it

my, it seems environmental journalism has hit

environmental reporter for roughly 20 years.

comes to woes in the world o f environmental

yet another downward spiral.

Devlin knows what it takes to cover the en
vironment and the significance o f having an

journalism. So, what on earth is happening

“W hat we’re dealing with on this beat is

here?
According to a 2 0 0 8 study o f 50 newspa

sort o f this manic-depressive mode o f public
attention...w here attention rises and wanes,”

“We never would eliminate that beat,” she

pers in 20 countries by Maxwell Boykoff and

Dykstra said during the discussion. “That’s a

said. “I think that really the key for newspa

Maria Mansfield at Oxford University, the

challenge for coverage.. .but the issues certain

pers is to keep up the most significant and im

quantity o f climate coverage has steadily de

portant journalism that we do, and certainly

clined since the release o f the fourth Intergov

ly are not going away.”
O ne thing that seems to ring clear in the

ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPC C )

minds o f journalists, however, is the value in

ronmental beat reporter. We’ve always had an

report in 2 0 0 7 and o f A1 Gore’s documentary,

having a designated environmental reporter

environmental reporter and will always con

“An Inconvenient Truth,” in 2006. Despite

on staff rather than a newsroom collectively

media coverage o f climate change increasing

covering environmental issues.

tinue to have one.”
Ultimately, the future o f environmental

environmental reporter at her paper.

in the West that means having a full time envi

journalism is in limbo. And for those in the

substantially in recent decades — with natural

Although Borenstein said he isn’t sure

disasters such as Hurricane Katrina in the U .S.

whether the environment beat is taking harder

and the 2 0 0 6 droughts and wildfires in Aus

hits than other beats, he is convinced some

W hen asked where he felt the environ

tralia —Boykoff and Mansfield’s findings show

thing is truly lost when news outlets don’t have

ment beat was headed, Borenstein hesitantly

environmental coverage has since had a major

experienced environmental reporters on staff.

field, it’s a scary reality to wake up to.

responded, “I f I knew that, I’d feel a lot more

“The difference is expertise,” said Boren

comfortable these days...I’m not even, sure

This past February, the Woodrow W il

stein, who believes general assignment report

where it’s at. All I know is, it doesn’t look

son International Center for Scholars hosted

ers can easily be spun by either side o f an is

a panel discussion entitled “The Future o f

sue. “I f you know the environment, you know

good.”
I f people like Borenstein are worried about

Science

Speakers at the event included a handful o f

what’s important and what’s not.”
Robert McClure, a former environmen

well-known and experienced environmental

tal reporter for the Seatde Post-Intelligencer,

and science correspondents, including Seth

agrees.“W hat you lose [without an environ

falling off.

and

Environmental

Journalism.”
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From hunting down sources on foot to sifting through
the blogosphere, print journalism is changing quickly,
but are reporters ready to catch up?
Story and Illustration By

Melissa Weaver

Having blogged and reported on science

Beat blogging is the 21st century version

cess can occur. The most common method is

and the environment for the Houston Chroni

o f crowd-sourcing. Literally meaning using the

for reporters to use their blog to generate ideas

cle since 2005, Eric Berger is one o f many ‘beat

crowd as a source, the term is used to describe

for their beat. In most cases, the reporter is in

bloggers’ who use an innovative model to gen

a method journalists sometimes use o f yelling a

charge, deciding what questions to ask readers,

erate story ideas and get reader feedback. The

question into a crowd to get more information

which tips to follow up and what angle they

model is simple. Have an idea, but don’t know

for a story. Beat blogging is a way to get feed

will take on the final story, ultimately writing

if you’re on the right track? Throw it on a blog

back, potential sources, and story angles almost

it for publication in a traditional print or on

and let readers weigh in.

instandy; and the blogosphere has been doing

line newspaper. “It’s a sounding board for what

it for years.

people are interested in,” Berger said. “It really

At first glance, one o f Berger’s blog post

fleshes out the various viewpoints readers have.”

headlines in 200 6 read more like an ironic joke:

This is no longer the blogosphere o f the

“Coming to a church near you: ‘A n Inconve

1990s, when blogs existed primarily as venues

nient Truth.’” But the science reporter was fish

on which to vent opinions, share household

ing for a truth some Houston-area Christians

tips or post photos from a family reunion. The

“For every story I write, there are people

found inconvenient. Namely, trying to gauge

news industry is starting to grasp the value o f

who know more than I do,” Berger said, ex

whether local evangelical Christians were jump

the blog’s ability to reach hundreds o f thou

plaining how, depending on the issue, scien

ing on a recent national trend, a union between

sands o f people in an instant, and it is using

tists or various other knowledgeable sources

Christians and scientists on the global warming

this tool to its advantage.

will weigh in on the comment board, pointing

And environmentalists and scientists can be
tough critics.

out an overlooked concept or an inaccuracy.

debate. More than 20 Houston-area churches

“The two mediums are totally interwoven,”

were slated to show Al Gore’s film, and Berger

said Andrew Revkin, who writes the blog D ot

Berger will call the commenter-turned-source

wanted to know which o f the churches on the

Earth as an environmental reporter for the New

and glean information he never would have

list were more conservative. O n a comment

York Times. “It’s a two way street. It’s not just

gotten otherwise. “The human element is so

board on his Houston Chronicle-based blog,

me spouting... Pieces originate from some idea

valuable,” he said. “It’s an incredibly useful way

SciGuy, many conservative Christians were

from a blog. You can explore extra elements

to bring readers into coverage.. .and it’s very

trying to distance themselves from the film

that don’t exist in print.”

helpful to help build a better connection with

by pointing out the Baptist churches slated to

W hile reader reaction to a published piece

show the film also accepted members o f the gay

in the pre-online-comments era might have

community, and so couldn’t be considered con

led reporters such as Revkin and Berger in the

M att Neznanski, who writes Green City, a

servative. As Berger read more and more o f the

same direction eventually, the instant feedback

blog on sustainable living in conjunction with

comments posted below his innocent inquiry,

and wider scope o f online news and blogs to

the Corvallis Gazette-Times, agreed. “When

he began to see the bones o f a story on the de

day have made this process more efficient for

you’re reporting, it’s easy to get the official

bate. His article ran on the Chronicle’s front

reporters and more timely for readers.

page two weeks later.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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There are a variety o f ways in which the pro

readers.” That, he added, yields a deeper, betterinformed story.

sources,” he said. “You know, the ones whose
job it is to talk to you. But those don’t necessar-

12
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ily make better stories. [With blogs] you get the

public] will pitch stories I won’t be interested in

cept called ‘crowd-funding.’ The model bor

voice o f the people, their perspective, and you
wouldn’t have gotten that earlier.

writing, but so far it’s going well,” Victor said.

rows largely from the crowd-sourcing idea, in

He aims to write one story per day.

that the public pitches story ideas and weighs

“Blogs are fast and interactive. W ith print,

“I’m hopeful, but not blindly so,” he said o f

in on the pitches they would like to see in print.

you write a story and the most you hear is may

the project in the long-term. “But we [the news

The difference is die public direcdy pays for the

be a phone call or a letter to the editor the next

media] have to keep experimenting to find a
model that works best.”

investigative news it wants to see.

day. W hen you make a mistake in an online fo
rum, people provide the correction with a link.

In the meantime, Victor said he is working

launched in November 200 8 by 26-year-old

Its nice, you can get all the bugs out before you

on thickening his skin to the occasional cutting

Web journalist David Cohn. The site employs

write the actual story.”

comments the blogosphere generates. “You re

a posse o f freelance writers who either pitch

Spot. Us is a San Francisco Bay area site

However, Neznanski stressed that com

ally do open yourself up to a lot o f criticism,”

their own story ideas or wait for the public’s.

ments from the general public should be used

he said, “but when the public has a legitimate

After the writers decide which stories are worth

to inform the reporting, not as sources for a sto

complaint, you’ve got to be able to own up.”

pursuing, they post the ideas on the site and

ry. “I’m not going to see a blog post and write

Revkin agreed. “You have to be able to in

include the amount o f money needed to bring

it into a story for print,” he said. “I’ll use it as

sulate yourself from criticism,” he said. “There

the story to life. A bar beside each pitch keeps

a way to shape the direction o f the reporting.”

are a couple o f environmentalists out there who

track o f the amount o f funding each story lacks,

think I’m a step away from being a climate de

and next to it people can click on an icon,

nier. .. It wears you down.”

pledging to donate up to 20 percent o f the total

But for Patriot-News reporter David Victor,
the readers run the show. O n March 3 o f this
year, he wrote on the home page o f his blog,

“It [the blog] is a ridiculous amount o f work,

projected cost o f the story. The site, via a video

“Pitch your stories. Vote on them. I’ll write

but I think it’s unavoidable,” Revkin said, not

on its homepage entided “W hat is Spot Us?,”

them. I’m all yours.”
[See: h ttp :/ / blog .p en n liv e.co m / new s-

ing he writes the blog on top o f attending his

explains that the blog’s mission is “to make sure

day job. Since D ot Earth’s inception in October

that important, but untold stories are finally

vote/2009/03/pitch_your_stories_vote_on_

2007, Revkin said, he has written more than

told.” The video added that all donations are

the.html.]

500 posts to his blog, which boasts a readership

tax deductible for the non-profit site.

His model is simple: readers pitch story

o f 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 per month, according to Revkin.

I f a news organization wants exclusive rights

ideas via the comment section o f each post,

“I sleep when I can,” laughed the environment

to a story, it must refund the original donors.

Victor takes the best ideas and puts them in

reporter.

Otherwise, all finished stories are available for

poll form, and readers vote for the story they

Berger calls his blog a “time suck.” In ad

free to whichever newspaper wants it. So far,

would most like him to cover, both for the blog

dition to the daily stories he writes for the

sixteen stories have been fully funded, nine

and for the print edition o f the Patriot-News.

Chronicle, he also spends time every day try

have been published and seven are in the pro

Whichever story gets the most votes is the one

ing to find a topic to blog about. “It’s always in

cess o f receiving funding.

he does. “Just like that,” he writes. “You’re my

the back o f your mind,” he said, adding that he

W hile giving the public the opportunity to
commission the journalism they

new assignment editor.”

want to see sounds like a good

“It’s not completely an
open thing,” Victor admitted.
“I’m not looking for investi
gative stories. I’m not looking
for muckraking. I am looking
for community news, feature
stories you wouldn’t ordi
narily find.” After a recent
buyout, he debated how to
best generate story ideas for
his new position as a mobile
journalist or “mojo” and de
cided to ask the readers.

The hum an elem ent is so
valuable.
It’s an incredibly
useful way to bring readers
into coverage...an d it’s very
helpful to help build a b etter
con n ection
with
readers.

So far, he said, some o f

Eric Berger, beat blogger

idea,

crowd-funding has

the

potential to only do stories the
highest bidder wants. Critics ar
gue that stories that don’t require
many donors can be pushed
through by people with agendas
and deep pockets, thus beating
out smaller stories.
But Cohn isn’t worried about
this. He said if that problem
arose, the site would increase the
number o f different people re
quired to donate on a story. “All

the pitches have not been so

donations are public, so people

good, and some have been in

would recognize this bias [mul

credibly great. The first story, winning the ma

tries to post something daily to avoid the risk o f

tiple people from a single organization paying

jority o f the 231 votes cast, deals with kids who

losing readers. He also responds daily to com

for a story] and it wouldn’t fly,” he said. “And,

have to walk to school on possibly unsafe roads.

ments and e-mails generated by the blog. W ith

if a neighborhood came together and they all

Victor is optimistic about the project, which he

reporting resources spread thin at newspapers,

shared an agenda for an issue, that would prob

refers to as an experiment. He said he hopes to

this model is unlikely to take off soon because

ably be an issue worth looking into.”

build a solid base o f people who, when they see

o f the time and effort required for success. “It

“I think that crowd-funding could help al

something noteworthy in the community, will

[beat-blogging] has potential, but hasn’t come

leviate and fill some gaps [in mainstream news

think to post it and promote awareness o f the

close to reaching it,” Berger said.
But crowds might be willing to fund the

zations,” he added. Cohn said the site hopes

blog.

coverage], but it will not replace news organi

“There is the issue o f people with pet proj

ideas they want to see in print. Enter another

to cover issues, such as the environment, that

ects wanting to self-promote, or that they [the

form in-depth reporting is turning to, a con

are getting less coverage by traditional media.
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While the site has been able to come up with

beat blog. SciGuy’s Berger, D ot Earths Revkin,

Every day, the site posts new examples o f suc

several environment-tinged stories, two o f

and Green City’s Neznanski were among them.

cessful integrations o f new and old media.

which have already been fully funded, the fact

W hile the blog’s mission has changed a bit

Traditional journalism’s future may seem

that the site is based in the San Francisco Bay

in recent years due to staff cuts at the various

gloomy, but Green City’s Neznanski remains

area has limited the coverage and range o f story

publications, BeatBloggin.org’s editor and lead

upbeat. “The industry is tanking, but journal

pitches to that area o f the country. “We want

writer, Patrick Thornton, said the blog looks at

ism is stronger than ever,” he said. “W hat I re

to expand our coverage, but were still figuring

the latest trends and follows innovations with

alize now, much o f anything worth reading in

this out,” Cohn said. And as far as he knows,

beat reporting. “I cover people who beat blog,

a publication is in the journalists who do the

his website is the only one to use this concept

whether they are independent or part o f a tra

hard work.” He said he knows environmen

for journalism.
Keeping tabs on all these new forms o f

ditional news organization,” he said.

tal journalism will always be around, but just

Thornton said the model is especially useful

in a different form. For today’s hardworking

reporting is Web site BeatBlogging.org. Its

for environmental issues. “A traditional reporter

journalists, getting closer to the community

homepage states that the site, “Looks at how

can’t look at every single company, for example,

through beat blogging might just be the golden

journalists can use social networks and other

or check the air quality in an entire state. But

ticket the industry is searching for.

Web tools to improve beat reporting.” In 2 007,

an aggregate can. O ne news organization can’t

the site recruited 13 professional reporters from

do the work o f 100,000 people,” he said, add

newspapers across the country to each write a

ing that its “watchdog” potential is enormous.

<s>

Continued from page 7
He thinks mainstream papers should look

there is rarely an agreement that the tribes are

and it’s hard to find those 101 issues,” M c

into these issues, but his main criticism lies

satisfied with. He also mentions bison and the

Donald said.

with the tribal papers.

recent issue o f hunting rights associated with

M cD onald said when he started to cover

their wandering out o f Yellowstone National

Indian issues from his perspective, his editors

“I wish we had Indian papers that would
take the forefront on environmental issues,”

at the Spokesman Review weren’t pleased and

Park as issues not properly covered.

Running W olf said. “There are more deeply-

“Mainstream papers over-cover the outrage

wanted a neat and tidy package that wouldn’t

rooted environmental stories out there that

o f hunters,” M cD onald said. He remembers

offend anyone with the raw anger he felt.

just aren’t being covered enough, and I think

the time tribes around the park announced

The native perspective often isn’t palatable to

we should do a better job.”

they were going to harvest stray buffalos like

mainstream readers, M cDonald said.

O n the western side o f Montana, the reser

their ancestors. The state was trying to im

There are so many factors involved in cov

vations are dealing with environmental prob

pose regulations on this and non-native hunt

erage and lack o f coverage, but M cD onald has

lems and coverage has been spotty as well.

ers were angry because they couldn’t hunt the

another theory.

Rob M cDonald, spokesman for the Salish

bison too. M cD onald said the media covered

“It’s an issue where what they don’t know

and Kootenai tribes and former reporter for

the non-native side rather than the American

won’t hurt them,” he said.

The Spokesman Review, has seen many issues

Indian perspective.

mainstream paper will be hurt if he misses

“It’s basically an abundance o f ignorance

come and go with inconsistent coverage.
In regards to water rights, M cDonald said

because Indian country is incredibly complex

“An editor for a

mainstream issues, but if he misses Indian is
sues, he won’t be in trouble at all.”

M ontanA
Jo u r n a l i s m Re v i e w
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Environmental
Photojournalism
J

Introduction By Josh Wolfe

P

hotojournalism

has its heroes. The James

There should be a series o f questions that every

Nachtweys, the Robert Capas, the Eddie Ad

editor and photojournalist should ask when dealing

amses, those photographers who risk life and limb with
to weather events and climate change.

bring the true horror o f war to the eyes o f the world.
The lone photographer venturing into conflict and

•Is there a link between climate change and the type

com ing back with jaw-dropping images and a few

o f weather event?

dents in their camera is what we are told to aspire to.

•Was this event representative o f a greater trend in

Environmental photographers? Nobody has any

terms o f weather events?

clue where they fit in. In many photojournalism cir

•Was the damage inflicted attributable to the weath

cles there is a sense that they aren’t even photojour

er event or to another factor like land use?

nalists at all, just nature and wildlife photographers.

•When presenting images how does one best differ

The exception to the rule is National Geographic,

entiate between a single event and a change in that

which has been a long-standing supporter o f envi

type o f weather event based on climate?

ronmental photojournalism.

•What is the scientific com m unity saying?

The events photojournalists cover, like climate
change, can take decades to unfold. Photojournal

This is why, more than ever there needs to be

ists don’t know how to handle that. This can be

a new generation o f photo editors and photojour

evidenced in the visual language o f climate change

nalists well versed in environmental issues. I f pho

in photojournalism. Just call it all extreme weather,

tojournalists are going to properly cover what Sir

all the time, and some charismatic polar megafauna

Nicholas Stern called “the greatest market failure the

(polar bears and penguins). Clim ate change is horri

world has seen,” they need people who understand

bly complex and involves a plethora o f related issues

it. The problem o f course is that no publications are

from population to land use, resource consumption

hiring environmental photojournalists and editors

to infrastructure. It takes study and a good dialogue

because there is no background in journalism to deal

with the scientific com m unity to fully understand

with something that happens gradually. Photojour

the fundamentals o f climate change. You can count

nalism is a profession that likes an event and right

the number o f photo editors that have put in the

now the field isn’t equipped for the complexity o f

time on one hand.

environmental issues.
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W hen I took this photo, the whole valley was filled with smoke from the fire. As I walked closer to the
scene, a deer, frothing at the mouth, ran erratically through the street in front of me, looking for safety.
Climate change causes longer, and drier warm seasons which creates an ideal environment for forest fires.
As I shot this photo, I was thinking how lucky we are that more of Missoula wasn't on fire.
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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T

he theme o f the Montana Journal

knowledge glacial melting as a reality, for

ment must also cover potential solutions

ism Review this semester is “Envi

example, may have a difficult time visual

for those problems.

ronmental Journalism - How the Media

izing the upshot o f such a process.

technology, for example.

Covers the Environment,” and as part o f

Alternative energy
Sure, we can

Photography can help people better

read about a wind farm or solar panels,

this theme, we decided to include a story

understand the tangible effects o f humani

but putting a face to the technology per

on how photojournalists are covering the

ty on our planet. Look at Elizabeth Diehls

haps makes it more accessible to those not

environment.

shot o f the waste left behind from a single

direcdy involved with it on a day-to-day

Montana Grizzly football game.

basis.

Photography packs a visceral wallop

Some

that reaches people on an intuitive level,

2 5 ,0 0 0 people created that much trash

often opening doors o f understanding in

over the course o f three hours.

accessible through the written word.

Where

Finally, while a good environm en
tal photograph educates and inspires

does all o f it go? W hat are the long-term

thought; a great one inspires action.

W hat makes a solid environmental

repercussions o f storing an exponentially

W ith this in mind, we hope you enjoy

photograph? Technical issues like quality

growing am ount o f waste, not only here

the following selection o f photographs

o f light and composition are critical, but

in M ontana, but also on a global scale?

submitted by the M JR staff.

the image must depict a situation that

But that is not to say that environ

is affecting or being affected by climate

mental photography must deal solely

-Kip Sikora

change. Images help to put a face to oth

with

Photo Editor

erwise abstract issues. Even those who ac

Photojournalists covering the environ

problems

and

dire

situations.

This photo was shot after a University of Montana football game in the Fall of 2008. The amount
of trash accumulated in the stands over such a short time period really struck me. If 25,000 people
leave that much waste behind over the course o f a few hours, how much waste is produced by the
United States in just a day?
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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I saw this carton while walking along Indian Beach in Ecola State Park in Oregon. I went to pick it up
and throw it away when I noticed the barnacles on the handle.This made me stop and think about
all of the pollution produced everyday. It was disheartening to realize that our waste is unknowingly
being integrated into the cycles of nature.
C ate O liv er
Always flammable and often
costly, gasoline affords us great
mobility, but that mobility
comes at a great cost. Aside
from the economic and politi
cal tension it creates, the emis
sions belched from exhaust
pipes of the vehicles it pow
ers accelerate climate change,
further threatening the already
fragile and stressed balance of
our environment. Why, when
there are alternative, far more
sustainable automotive tech
nologies ready to power many
cars, do we still rely on a costly
and harmful source of fuel?
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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Harnessing natural sources of energy, the sun in this case, seems a practical and sustainable strategy in the
campaign against climate change. I like the graphic elements in this shot, which depicts the face of a 6 panel
Passive SolarTracker, made by Zomeworks. Solar panels like the one pictured here produce approxamitely
3,500 kilowatt hours of electricity annually, which would power an energy-conscious home for the entire
year That may not be enough to leave the lights on at all hours, but widespread application of sustainable
energy technologies would help to reduce the toxic emissions slowly suffocating our planet.
K ip S ikora

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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\clturG 8.S
Merchandise
Ecotourism? Or ju st tourism

G

iven his record, it seems certain
that a notorious kleptocrat like
Gabon’s President O m ar Bongo
would not have agreed to cre

ate 13 new national parks in his country.
He did agree, at the behest o f eco-adven-

turer Michael Fay, and he must have pre
dicted

an

extraordinary

Something had

econom ic

payoff.

to offset the enormous

losses that would occur from the denial o f log
ging and mining concessions in those huge
tracts o f land. Forest products alone accounted
for seven percent o f Gabon’s GDP. Add man
ganese mining and oil extraction and Ga
bon has an industrial base that makes it one
o f the wealthiest o f all African economies.

behind a green figleaf?

So tourism became the selling point, and
to conservationist organizations like Michael
Fay’s W ildlife Conservation Society (W C S),

Story By Mark Dowie

the only acceptable tourism for national parks
and wildlife reserves is environmentally friendly
and thoroughly green tourism; known in the

Editor's note: It's one of those buzzwords
describing an activity that's been going on
for decades but never had a name—or a
price tag. Ecotourism, defined by Martha
Honey, co-founder of the Center for Respon
sible Travel as, "The practice of low-impact,
educational, ecologically and culturally sen
sitive travel that benefits local communities
and host countries," has become an industry,
even an economic lifeline for some indig
enous communities. But the term has also
been widely abused by those eager to make
a buck off travelers, by those who merely
slap green labels on a nature-based activity,
locale or operation. These people are actually
behaving in ecologically irresponsible ways.
Environmental author and journalist
Mark Dowie takes a look at some of the eco
logical downsides of ecotourism. While most
ecotourism mentioned in the news media still
can be found in the travel pages, Dowie's take
is perhaps evidence of growing awareness of
some of the negative consequences that un
thinking ecotourism can have on the natural
world and the indigenous people who live in it.

travel marketplace as “nature tourism” or by
that term’s more recent offspring: “ecotourism.”
So what is ecotourism? And which o f its many
forms and manifestations is truly eco-friendly? Is
it really different in impact from ordinary tour
ism, or is eco simply a convenient prefix for a
new, slightly greener form o f travel? And either
way, does ecotourism assure a continued liveli
hood to people displaced or inconvenienced
by its business practices and infrastructure?
The com m on standard set for ecotourism by
conservationists is that a project’s “distinguishing
feature should be that it benefits biodiversity.”
However, there are many in the field, like wild
life biologist John Terborgh and anthropologist
John Oates, who tend to believe that any hu
man disturbance has a negative effect on biodi
versity. They both wonder whether that goal is
possible to meet through any form o f tourism.
There is no question that ecotourism is
booming. Before the current recession took
hold, it was in fact the fastest-growing sector o f
the fastest-growing industry in the world. O f
the 8 4 2 million international tourist arrivals in
2 0 0 6 , about 2 0 percent or 168 million described
themselves as “ecotourists.” By the turn o f the
millennium this new travel sector was so large
and influential that the United Nations declared
2 0 0 2 to be the International Year o f Ecotour
ism; while the W orld Bank, Asia Development
Bank and a host o f other international lending
agencies added ecotourism to their lists o f de
velopment strategies. The Overseas Private In
vestment Corporation (O P IC ) also launched a
global curriculum for ecotourism entrepreneurs.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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But the economic advantages o f ecotour-

That’s $ 1 2 0,000 in revenue per day, or

ism are not what they seem or purport to be.

close to $ 11 million for the three peak months

Take Nepal for example, a country where vir

o f business. Twenty percent o f that money is

say yes to all the above, and they would do
what they could to meet the standards put

managers, locals? Or: for wildlife or biodiversity?
Ecotourism

entrepreneurs

would

likely

tually all tourism is “eco.” Sixty-nine percent

supposed to go direcdy to the Maasai villages

o f the money spent by tourists traveling to

and communities in the immediate area; vir

forth by a growing number o f rating ser

Nepal never reaches the country. It is spent

tually none o f it ever arrives. Again, anony

vices that travel the world inspecting eco

on airline tickets, travel planners, and foreign

mous ecotourism entrepreneurs get rich, while

tourism facilities and granting green stars to

outfitters based outside Nepal who arrange

people who were on the land long before the

each venture based on its overall greenness.

treks and climbs for adventurous travelers.

Maasai Mara Reserve was created, and whose

O f the 31 percent o f the money that does

livelihoods

are

ruined

by

Unfortunately, the treatment o f indigenous

restricted graz

communities absorbed or overwhelmed by

reach Nepal, most is paid to domestic outfit

ing and scarce water, are the ones who suffer.

ecotourism projects is rarely a factor in the rat

ters, transportation companies, and porters

Furthermore, despite claims to the contrary,

ing process. As a consequence, tourists seeking

and guides stationed in Katmandu. A mere

the overall environmental impact o f ecotour

socially just resorts and treks rarely are made

1.2 percent finds its way into the villages and

ism is little better than that o f ordinary tourism.

aware when local people have been displaced to

pass

Yes, ecotourism saves some water and

make room for their lodge or tour. For example:

on their way to Chitwan National Park,

energy if sheets and towels aren’t laundered

• In Prainha do Canto Verde village, near

Mount Everest and the Annapurna Sanctuary.

every day (it also saves costs), but flying to

the Brazilian city o f Fortaleza, 1,100 fisher

communities

through

which

tourists

A similar situation exists around Kenya’s

Nepal for a trek leaves the same monstrous

men and subsistence farmers in 12 coastal

Maasai Mara Reserve, the most popular wild

carbon footprint as flying to Greece to board

communities are in conflict with a massive

life-viewing area in East Africa. There are about

a Mediterranean cruise ship. And barreling

ecotourism project funded by the Inter-Amer

four thousand tourist beds in the immediate

around the Serengeti in a four-wheel-drive

ican Bank that will overrun their villages and

vicinity o f the reserve in which catde. grazing

Land Rover to photograph elephants is about

end their traditional way o f life. Not far from
Canto Verde, in Tatajuba village, the massive

is allowed. But, its on an extremely limited,

as earth friendly as taking a stretch limo from

emergency basis because tour operators in

JF K International Airport into Manhattan.

Conadado Ecologico hotel complex, which,

sist that tourists do not want to see anything

As ecotourism has gained a major foothold

when finished, will cater to 15,000 guests.

that spoils the idea o f “pristine wilderness.”

on every continent, conservationists and cultural

This behemoth threatens the residence and

Throughout the Mara reserves 90-day high

survivalists alike have begun to raise serious ques

livelihood o f 150 more nomadic fishing and

season, about 75 percent or 3 ,0 0 0 o f those

tions about individual ecotourism projects and

farming families. Ironically, both Prainha do

beds are occupied by people, almost all o f

about the industry itself. Ecotourism for whom,

Canto Verde and Tatajuba have long been re

them paying $40 per day to enter the reserve.

they ask: for tourists, investors, outfitters, lodge

garded as “unspoiled” tourist destinations.

Photo by Kip Sikora

TOYOTA

Cayam be, Ecuador: Eco-tourism sounds like a great idea, but who does it and who should it benefit? Certainly it must benefit the traveler, for
without the traveler there is no tourism . However, the local population should be included in the equation o f benefits. Ecuador's dramatic
biological and geographic diversity ranges from beaches, jungles and cloud forests to snow-capped volcanic mountains, making it a popular
destination
for international
travelers.
W hat do
Published
by ScholarWorks
at University
of Montana,
2015they take from the places the visit? W hat do they leave behind? Eco-tour companies and their
custom ers could actively w ork to include and better the communities in which they take their customers.
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• Tanzania’s national government

region o f Jordan hold prior land

W hile awaiting eviction they are for

is threatening to evict more Maasai

rights in the area, conservationists

bidden to plant fruit trees or restrict

from the Ngorongoro Crater to pro

and ecotourism developers are call

the trespass o f destructive elephants

mote luxury safari ecotourism. Local

ing for their removal to establish a

on their farmland. India’s government

Maasai who were evicted from the

“special regulations area” with finan

is offering resettlement and financial

crater in the 1950s to make a park are

cial support from the World Bank.

assistance, but is harassing and intim

• In India, another World Bank

idating those who decline the offers.

calling for a shift to community-based
and culturally oriented ecotourism.
• Although

Bedouins

in

“eco-development

plan”

calls

for

• In

Thailand,

Padaung

Hill

the

the eventual eviction o f the Adivasis

tribe people are being forced from

desert-based mountain Wadi Rum

people from their forest homeland.

their homelands into fake villages
(human zoos) for tourists to visit.
A $ 1 .2 billion economic develop
ment scheme funded by a mas
sive Asia Development Bank de
velopment program, with a strong
ecotourism

component,

threatens

the homelands and livelihoods o f
other ethnic highlanders through
out the Greater Mekong Region.
• In the Philippines, where there
is widespread conversion o f pub
lic to private lands, there is a plan
to convert the entire Taal Lake area
into an ecotourist haven. O n March
14, 2 0 0 3 , 2 5 0 people were violently
evicted. Dozens o f homes were de
molished and 17 people were injured.
• In Bangladesh, the Madhapar
Eco Park in Tangail was inaugu
rated in April 2001 with plans to
cut 1,500 acres o f forest, build a
concrete boundary wall 2 2 ,0 0 0 feet
long, and remove seven villages (a
thousand families). W hen the indig
enous people o f Madhapar protested,
police fired on the gathering, killing
20-year-old Piren Sian and injuring
25 men, women and children. A mas
sive hunger strike and a recent change
o f government may reduce the threat
o f outright eviction. However, armed
forest guards continue to provide full
time security for the wall construction

Photo courtesy of Karen lurvetson at Creative Commons

crew. And to keep conservationists
happy, the government reiterated that
its primary goal for the project was to,
“Save the forest and its biodiversity.”
To

be

sure,

some

indigenous

communities have welcomed eco
tourism into their homelands, par
ticularly when comparing it to the
almost inevitable alternatives: log
ging, cattle ranching, mining, or
fossil fuel extraction. O ne example
is the Kainamaro people o f Guyana,
a small community happy to share
its culture and handicrafts with a
strictly limited number o f visitors
who are briefed beforehand on the

A long neck is a mark o f beauty among women in the Karen tribe in Thailand’s northern hill country.The women
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
and
their neck rings attract tourists, and the tribe makes money from them, but how different is this from a
circus sideshow?

cultural sensitivities o f the tribe.
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Blogging,
Twittering#
Analyzing:
A new style
of trial coverage
Story By Tristan Scott
Photo By Kip Sikora

Students from the University o f Montana Schools of Journalism and Law covered the W .R. Grace trial using blogs
and Twitter to keep an up-to-the minute account o f goings on inside the federal courthouse in Missoula, Mont

Federal Courthouse in Missoula to cover

I

Perhaps most groundbreaking was the

similar situation arose during a high-profile

the criminal trial proceedings o f W .R. Grace

students’ resolve to fire o ff constant tweets, or

bankruptcy trial one floor below the Grace

& Co., an epic affair 10 years in the making,

Twitter updates - 140-character news flashes

trial, prompting the judge to ban tweets from

which in the first week drew reporters from a

ranging from the banal to the truly inspired

his courtroom altogether.

dozen national media outlets.

- sometimes at an astounding rate o f eight

The ample defense team cast a wary

posts per minute. W hether the dispatches

eye on the stable o f reporters seated at the

n mid-February, University o f M ontana
students converged on the Russell Smith

But before any news story could appear
in

print

to

chronicle

the

long-awaited

trial, the U M faction had unleashed a real

featured an abundance o f smart writing rich
in detail and analysis.

on the Grace Case blog. Weeks later, a

merely

conveyed

information

about

the lawyers argued he must have read about

an

rear o f the courtroom, obviating any hopes

infirm juror, or broke compelling news about

o f anonymity, and making eavesdropping
a near impossibility. But aside from an

time blitz o f news bulletins, saturating the

m ajor developments at trial, the Twitter feed

digital ether with gavel-to-gavel updates on

always left Grace Case followers confident

overburdened power strip that bristled with

everything from jury selection to opening

that they wouldn’t miss a beat.

all manner o f laptop charger and probably

statements,

and

even

providing colorful

Courtroom

protocol

was

part

Early

on,

of

vignettes depicting the courtroom s special

the

atmosphere.

journalism student very nearly caused a

Over

the

next

several

m onths,

learning

experience.

one

created a fire hazard, it was a smooth
operation.
The

Grace

Case

bloggers

received

a

the

mistrial by approaching one o f the jurors

academic admixture o f 3 0 law and journalism

and attempting an interview. The breach o f

observed and recounted the most significant

students worked in two-hour shifts, with a

conduct prompted a stern rebuke from U .S.

environmental

member o f each discipline covering separate

D istrict Judge Donald Molloy.

brought

crash course in covering the courts as they

by

crimes
the

prosecution

federal

ever

government.

aspects o f the daily goings-on. In most

M olloy admonished jurors thrice daily to

Oddly, none o f those reports would ever

instances, the journalism students provided

eschew blogs, Google searches, Wikipedia,

an overview o f the proceedings, while law

Facebook, and any other conceivable form

be published, at least not in the traditional
sense.

students composed in-depth analyses on

o f Internet news consumption, in addition

the finer points o f the law. This tag-team

to more traditional media, like newspapers,

ravenous, single-minded desire to garner a

approach meant the students weren’t always

television and radio reports.

portfolio o f “clips” that can be socked away

on the same page, and the out-of-sync

one

point

the

student

journalists

possess

a

government’s star

for

accounts sometimes overlapped, intruding

witness, Robert Locke, a corporate insider

As

the

on the general readability, o f the reports.

from Boston, admitted to following the

is

rapidly

blog posts prior to giving testimony. The

innovation o f “G race Case” coverage will

Still, the “Grace Case” blog consistently

At

M ost

future

em ploym ent

landscape

opportunities.

o f traditional

transform ed,

media

however,

the

had the most up-to-date updates and, to the

following day, defense lawyers were accusing

surely do m ore to impress future employers

chagrin o f some members o f the press corps

the man o f fabricating his testimony based

than a yellowed paper clipping.

who expected a sloppy production, the posts

on statements from other witnesses, which

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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Much like bubbling geotherm ic activity, there^f^^PB^ewi'ng tension between media coverage of-science and the facts o f the field. Media outlets have declared
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
24
the caldera in Yellowstone National Park as the potential epicenter foT a massive, doomsday explosion, but does scientific data support such a scenario?

Science
vs
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ensationalism
Coverage of scientific studies in
Yellowstone and Glacier national parks
reveals how journalists can sometimes
focus more on the sensational
and less on the science

Story By Deborah Brae Tanner
Photos By Tiffany Shyu

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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f you believed the

ple Googled “clim ate change” last year

Research done in Yellowstone National

news reports, you

as the year before, but the United States

Park concluded that more than half o f the

near

ranked ninth among countries worldwide.

bison roaming the park have been exposed

Yellowstone N ational Park.

W hether it’s the slumping economy, the

to brucellosis, a bacterial ungulate disease.

Yellowstone’s caldera was la

new president or overseas wars, Am eri

In the U .S . the disease has been eradicated in

beled a “supervolcano” by the

cans aren’t as concerned with the chang

cattle and only remains in the bison and elk

press, bloggers and other m e

ing clim ate as they have been in the past.

roaming the greater Yellowstone area, accord

dia outlets. The facts were not

Familiar with worldwide media cover

ing to the U .S . D epartm ent o f Agriculture.

as sensational as the reports

age on this topic, Joel Harper, a glaciolo

M ost articles confronting the brucel

that said a civilization-ending

gist at the University o f M ontana, knows

losis problem focus, not on the science,

eruption, described as “a geo

that

but

logical doomsday” or “Arm a

studies in Glacier N ational Park, are re

rounding the disease and the strategies

geddon,” was im m inent.

sponsible for 6 0 percent o f sea level rise.

o f officials in dealing with the problem.

wouldn’t

go

In

history

of

ti

inland

glaciers,

like

those

he

on

the

political

controversy

sur

Harper and his team studied sea level

C attle ranchers who graze their herds on

rise in Greenland in 2 0 0 8 and returned

public lands ju st outside the park, fear bi

fact, scientists first discovered
Yellowstone’s

the

tanic eruptions in the 1960s,

to publish an article in Science.

Their re

son will transm it the disease to their herds

with the last one being esti

search concluded sea-level rise could be

as the bison roam outside the park during

mated at 6 4 0 ,0 0 0 years ago.

as high as two meters, which refuted a

the winter, m igrating into the lower el

prediction o f previous studies that said

evations searching for food.

18

centim eters would be likely.

would have to be destroyed i f they tested

“Som etim es

the

media

bends the realities to make for

to

60

Entire herds

rather

He said sociologists have predicted a

positive for the disease, and the state could

than better science,” said Jake

one-m eter rise could displace as many as

lose its brucellosis-free status, creating eco

Lowenstern,

scientist-

1 4 8 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 people. Although H arper was

nom ic

in-charge at the Yellowstone

inundated with phone calls from journalists

Officials haze and slaughter bison each

He

around the world requesting interviews, his

year in an effort to manage the bison com 

said he spent tim e evaluat

work was largely ignored by the U .S . press.

ing out o f the park. This prompts citizen

better

entertainm ent

Volcano

the

Observatory.

Public

ing everything from fictional
movies
______________________

about

Yellow

interest

is

M ontana

groups, like the Buffalo Field Cam paign,

As some

to fuel media coverage on the scientific

stone to dispelling

research can be hard to depict, im por

facts wrapped in the bloody roundup and

myths

tant science is sometimes underreported.

slaughter, as well as the political drama.

net

on
chat

Inter
rooms.

“Scientific

Images:

M ore

Than

Pretty

The public profile o f the parks them 

on the New York

selves

enstern decided to address the media mis-

Academy o f Sciences’ W eb site, explains

parks,

coverage in his article, “Truth, Fiction and

the value o f visualizing scientific study:

have a higher national

In a June 2 0 0 5 issue o f Geotim es, Low

Pictures,” an article

Between at Yellowstone.”

“The visualization o f science has becom e

He discussed the discrepancies between

increasingly im portant as science becomes

Everything in

cattlemen.

m oti

sometimes

vated by com pelling images.

disaster for

ing

can

determ ine

like

to

coverage.

Yellowstone

Amy

and

Some
Yosemite,

profile,

Vanderbilt,

accord

public

rela

tions director at G lacier National Park.
She points out the recurring natural event

the inform ation he gave in interviews and

more interdisciplinary. Photographs, dia

the stories the press crafted for the public.

grams and other visualizations are an ex

that happens every sum mer in the W est —

America’s national parks, including Yel

cellent way to engage students in science.

wild land fires.

lowstone and Glacier, are test tubes for on 

But perhaps the m ost im portant role for

public relations in Yellowstone during the

going scientific research. How work in the

visualization in science is as a way to ex

198 8 fires, said the parks are not exempt from

pand the public’s understanding o f science.”

these fires, but the press coverage received

parks is covered provides a snapshot o f how

M icrobial

journalists cover science as a whole, where
the

truth
Public

is sometimes
interest often

ferm entation,

for

exam 

sensationalized.

ple, is an im portant process that’s not

determines

at all photogenic.

the

Yet some im portant

Vanderbilt, who handled

varies with the notoriety o f the park itself.
“W orking in Yellowstone was like work
ing in a fishbowl,” she said o f the notice it

depth and am ount o f coverage a top

research

anti

received by the media. According to Van

ic receives from

cancer drugs is being done in the parks

derbilt, Yellowstone is only twice as large as

with

as fungus.

Glacier, but Yellowstone enjoys 5 times the

1 9 9 3 , G ary Strobel published his

budget, which she attributes to its higher pub

day’s
ers

online
and

news outlets, and

technology

broadcasters

gives

instant

to

publish
feedback.

“M ore and more, what you see on tele

on

com pounds

used

what is better known

In

research in Glacier N ational

in

Park with

vision is driven by how many clicks on a

a com pound he isolated from the yew

W eb site are given to a specific story,”

tree,

said Peter Dykstra, a former C N N

o f the

ecutive
sim’s
in

producer,
Hope

the

in

and

C olum bia

“Science

Despair,”

ex

Journalpublished

Journalism

bial

which

provided

a

natural

anti-cancer drug taxol.

ferm entation

econom ic

is

production

bune, Sonja Lee Nowakowski, is no stranger

“M icro

to research done in Glacier National Park.

for

O ver tim e, she wrote several articles on

o f m ost antibiot

the groundbreaking D N A work with griz

the

mainstay

Review.

ics and other im portant drugs,” he said.
The political controversy that emerg

it won’t show up in the news.

For in

the topic o f clim ate change is

waning in the news.

H a lf as many peo

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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A form er reporter for the Great Falls Tri

source

I f people aren’t interested in a topic,
stance,

lic profile and subsequent media coverage.

zly bears.

H er knowledge prompted a call

from her form er editor asking her to write

som e

a sum mary article on the study, which ap

times cause the media to shift coverage

peared on the cover o f M ontana magazine.

es

from

scientific

away from

research

the science

to

can
the

politics.

“A park like G lacier is more remote and

26
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difficult to explore.

V isiting Glacier is

little physical and direct stim ulation on an

more o f a wilderness experience,” Nowa-

everyday basis. A highly urban and popu

but a series o f tremors in the park generated

kowski said.

lated society provides fewer opportuni

from an earthquake in Alaska prompted

Although Glacier N ational

sibility o f an eruption for almost 4 0 years,

Park has two m illion visitors each year,

ties for young people to encounter unpol

the inquiring minds o f reporters to explore.

Yellowstone has alm ost a m illion more.

luted and undeveloped natural settings.”

The technical data wasn’t com m unicated

Nowakowski believes the press coverage

Scientific research, in general, can be ir

in most reports, only the drama, perpetu

Glacier receives is more local than that o f

relevant to many Americans for three rea

ated by two inaccurate docum entary films.

a more well-known, well-visited park like

sons.

Yellowstone, as Glacier is harder to reach

cal and hard to understand.

Som e lacks a

used graphics to explain the technical details

and has fewer roads passing through it.

sense o f urgency, as it is a prediction o f what

and show the scale o f the predicted erup

Relevance is also a problem in deter

m ight or will probably occur. Som e research

tion.

is not conclusive, so it isn’t taken seriously.

more likely, and no eruption seems im m i

mining news coverage.

Probably the big

Som e o f the research is too techni

In his article in G eotim es, Lowenstern

“Smaller eruptions, however, are far

gest reason Americans have difficulty re

Lowenstern’s article on the volcanoes in

nent on the timescale that most people truly

lating to scientific research com ing out

Yellowstone was an effort to correct mis

care about — their lifetim e or perhaps even

o f the parks is they don’t relate to wilder

inform ation by the media, dispel myths

the next few hundred or thousands o f years.”

ness, wildlife and nature in general.

perpetuated

As

the population shifts from a rural to an
urban
the

focus,

personal

outdoor

experience

accu

“W hen the science is ignored, or mis

rately describe the facts about his work.

understood, everyone loses,” Lowenstern

with

The

prediction

Internet and
about

a

catastrophic

continued in his article. “The challenge

decreases.

eruption o f the park’s caldera (volcano) was

for us scientists is to rely both the details

Study

of

based on studies describing three previous

and the context o f our work, so that soci

O utdoor W ilderness Experience” at Yale

eruptions, one that was dated more than

ety understands that science is ultimately

University, “O u r reliance on indoor ex

two m illion years ago, and work is ongo

a human endeavor — sometimes uncertain,

perience and print and visual media offer

ing. Scientists have known about the pos

often com plex, but always exciting.3

According

environm ent

by the

to

“A

National

A geyser is a geologic phenomenon, a vent in the earth's surface that periodically spews water and steam into the air Due to the volcanic conditions
needed for a geyser to form, they are somewhat rare, and roughly half o f the known geysers in the world are found in Yellowstone National Park
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Food

for the new

medi a
The changing role
of

journalism

in

what

we

is
eat

Story By Will Grant
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ike

the

five generations

before

him, David Snow farms bottom-

where the farmer supplies seasonal vegetables
on a regular basis for an up-front fee.

** land along the Black Warrior Riv

The farm is getting attention like never

er outside Tuscaloosa, Ala. For 167 years,

before, and “if it’s happening here, it’s hap

Snow family agriculture has helped feed the

pening everywhere,” Snow said.

community. But as farming methods have

People are paying more attention to what

Michael Bauer, food and wine editor o f the
San Francisco Chronicle, recognizes that food
is showing up more often in the media, but
said his newspaper is no stranger to the beat.
“We’ve always done in-depth stories on
food,” he said. “We had reporters at nutri

changed from row crops by the acre to small

they eat, how it is produced and where it

tion conferences back in the 80s. The biggest

beds o f organic vegetables, something else has

comes from. And the media is responding.

change isn’t that all o f a sudden food writers

changed.
W hat David Snow is growing, and how

From contaminated food investigations to

are covering food, it’s that people are paying

reports on seasonal vegetables to background

attention to it.”

he’s growing it, is now news.
Reporters from the Tuscaloosa News and

stories on farms like Snow’s Bend, food jour

People are paying attention to food stories

nalism is taking on new forms and entering

for a variety o f reasons, Bauer said. W hen

Birmingham Magazine drove out to Snow’s

new territory.

spinach from

California’s Central Valley

Bend Farm to tell the story o f where some lo

“I think it’s amazing how so much o f the

killed one person and made dozens others

cal food comes from and how it is produced.

country has embraced this,” said Jennifer

sick, people wanted to know if they could

And this is the first time in the farm’s history

Maiser, editor o f LifeBeginsat30.com and

ever eat spinach again.

o f nearly continuous operation that anyone

EatLocalChallenge.com. “We’re really lucky

Bauer’s top reporter Stacy Finz, who came

has ever found their process to be newswor

this is happening during the Internet age

to the food section from the crime beat in

thy.
“First time the farm’s been in the news,”

because it’s a lot easier to find out where our

2 0 0 6 , investigated the contaminated spinach

food is coming from. You can have an instant

and wrote a series o f articles that appeared

Snow said. There might have been a photo

community o f people that care about what

on the front page o f the Chronicle. People’s

graph in the newspaper o f the farm during

they eat.”

health, which is direcdy related to what they

a flood in the 1950s, Snow said, but nobody

Maiser started the blog LifeBeginsat30.

eat, Bauer said, has always been a focus o f the

ever came out to write a news story on the

com in 2 0 0 3 and believes she was on the

Chronicle and has always gotten the respect

farming operation. N ot until he took over

front edge o f the food blogosphere. People

it deserves.

seven years ago.

wanted to know more about their food and

In 2 0 0 2 , two o f Bauer’s reporters wrote a

Snow’s Bend Farm is the kind o f place you

were starting to use the Internet as a source

series o f articles on childhood obesity. These

would want your food to come from. The gar

o f information, Maiser said. “I had the right

articles appeared on the front page and drew

dens sit at the base o f clay and silt bluffs. The

message at the right time.”

national attention. The reporters won awards
for their investigation, and although the ar

soil is dark and fertile. Snow pulls bright scar

Maiser is part o f a group credited with

let radishes from the black dirt and harvests

coining the term “locavore” which started

ticle never ran in the food section, it came

broccoli heads as big as basketballs. There are

the Eat Local Challenge in 2 0 0 5 . The event,

o ff the food beat, which was not a surprise

no chemicals or pesticides on this farm.

which challenges people to eat food produced

to Bauer.

The Black Warrior River, a wide, slow

within 100 miles o f their house, was featured

“People like to think these food sections

southern river, makes a perfect U around

in an AP story that went to 50 newspapers

are filled with nothing but recipes,” he said.

three sides o f the farm. Native Americans

and was covered by Tim e magazine along

“The food section was discounted, or it wasn’t

built a ceremonial mound smack in the

with various food and nutrition publications

even read. There was a preconception that

center o f the U , now the center o f the farm.

across the country.

food writers and editors weren’t journalists.”

Corn was first grown on the farm 7 0 0 years

Coverage like this was unprecedented,

That changed with articles on the child

ago, Snow said, and that is when the

hood obesity epidemic and reports

farm’s story began.

W e’re really lucky this
is happening during the
Internet age because it’s a
lot easier to find out where
our food is coming from?

about contaminated spinach. People

Jennifer Maiser, Editor o f LifeBeginsat30.com

its increased coverage, has done more

The story o f Snow’s vegetables
helps people understand where their
food comes from. Learning the his
tory o f what we eat is easy and crucial
to our health and the health o f our
communities, Snow said.
“The best way for people to learn
about where their food comes from
is to go visit a farm,” he said. I f a visit
isn’t possible there are plenty o f ways
to learn from home. , “There’s a ton

are taking food more seriously and
reading more about it, Bauer said.
“The whole interest in food, from
a societal and cultural point o f view,
has become much more important
to people,” he said. “There is more
interest and there is more coverage o f
food.”
The increased interest in food, and
than just bring articles from the food

o f literature out there. More ways than ever to

said Maiser. She and her locavores weren’t the

section to the front page. It has spawned a

find out about what you’re eating.”

first to encourage a local diet, but they were

global network o f blogs and Web sites dedi

In Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, people are

the first to get this kind o f attention for it.

cated to providing information on what we eat.

seeing Snow’s name a lot these days, mosdy

People are caring more and more about what

Karen Coates, a writer living in Thailand,

on restaurant menus. He also sells his produce

they eat, which means the media is covering

is the Asia correspondent for Gourmet Maga

at farmers’ markets and runs the Community

food more and more, said Maiser.

zine. She also maintains the blog Rambling-

Supported Agriculture program, which is a
contract between producers and consumers

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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“I don’t see it slowing down any time soon,”
she said. “No way. It’s not just a trend at all.”

Spoon.com, where she writes about “food,
drink, travel, politics, history and all the other
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avenues that converge in life.”

and what it costs entails more than know

“Amid all o f the economic hullabaloo,

Coates, like Bauer, recognizes how society
and culture overlap with what we eat.

ing which farm it came from and how it was

with journalists losing jobs left and right, east

produced. The story behind what we eat in

and west, I’m still finding interest in food sto

“W hen I started reporting in Asia a dozen

cludes the energy and resources that go into

ries and publications dedicating more space

years ago,” she said in an email, “I quickly

producing it and is long and complex, Coates
said.

about the importance o f the issue, beyond

realized food was a segue into everything else
in life. I enter peoples homes or offices for

“A food page based on apple pie recipes no

an interview and they immediately offer me

longer suffices,” she said. “We need to know

tea or treats... Food is always on the mind
because it is the basis for life.”

who’s picking our apples, how much they’re

Coates’ experience with people through

our flour is processed, what chemicals are

paid, whether they get health insurance, how

out Asia has led her to believe they have a

used in the ingredients, how those chemicals

clear idea o f the story behind their food.

affect our health, how much energy it takes

Americans are just becoming interested in

to bake a pie, and the carbon footprint a

learning what many people in Asia already
know, Coates said.

single slice o f apple pie leaves on the planet.”

“These people know their food, and they

apple pie is long and its cost is difficult to de

By these standards, the story o f a slice o f

know precisely the costs— financial, physical,

termine. But understanding what food costs

environmental— o f growing it,” she said. “In

and what goes into producing it, is critical to

many ways, I think, we in the Western world

our health, Coates said. And like the report

are getting back to that knowledge now.”

ers who went out to Snow’s Bend Farm in

Knowing where our food comes, from

Alabama, it’s up to the media to tell the story.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

to food,” Coates said. “It says something
flavor and fun.”

Check out what’s growing
at Snow’s Bend Farm at
www.snowsbendfarm.com.
Learn more about eating locally and
Jennifer Maiser’s
Eat Local Challenge at
www.eatlocalchallenge.com
Follow Karen Coates on
her culinary adventures
throughout Asia at
www.ramblingspoon.com
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Photo Courtesy Margaret Ann Toohey
Jargaret Ann Toohey tends sugar snap peas at Snow ’s Bend Farm .Toohey w orks full-tim e at the farm, maintains the farm ’s W eb site and is co-ow ner o f the farm.
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St o r y B y

Benjamin Shors
Kip Sikora

Non profits^
P h o t o By

Lacking ad revenue, journalists must find
a nother way to get their work to the pu bl ic.
As American newsrooms have imploded in
recent years, a new model has risen from the
ashes: the nonprofit journalism center.

But how green is their coverage ?
W hat might that model mean for environ
mental journalism?

partner with our students.
“In the science departments at most uni
versities, non-teaching research faculty rely

Boston University has one. So does the

Can nonprofit centers stanch the loss o f

heavily on students, fellows and graduate as

University o f Wisconsin, where a former po

in-depth environmental reporting at major

sistants as they conduct original research . . . ”

litical reporter used his severance check to start

dailies?

Smith later wrote in his media blog, Still a
Newspaperman. “W hy can’t that model work

an investigative journalism center. Indepen
dent nonprofits such as ProPublica, MinnPost

An Exercise in Collaboration

for journalism?”

and Voice o f San Diego have found millions in

Eight years ago, the Spokesman-Review o f

The benefit lay largely with the students:

funding from donors, readers and foundations

Spokane, Wash., housed three environmental

Hands-on training from professionals. Publi

worried about the loss o f watchdog journal

reporters, including this writer.

cation with a metropolitan newspaper and the

ism.

It was heady company: Karen Dorn Steele,

chance to move beyond the ‘inverted pyramid’
exercises o f typical reporting courses.

In Seattle, Denver and other cities across

a Polk Award winner and former Knight Fel

the West, the nonprofit model has captured

low at Stanford University, led the papers in

Sparked by the Hatch’s leadership, the stu

the imagination o f displaced journalists, com 

vestigations o f hazardous waste and environ

dents responded. They trampled across wheat

munity activists and university faculty — as

mental degradation. Dan Hansen, author o f a

farms to see new climate-friendly agricultural

well as student journalists.

popular guidebook on the Inland Northwest,

practices; talked with enologists about new va

“Journalists and members o f the public are

covered land use and natural resources. Based

rietals o f grapes that could now be grown in

thrilled that in the midst o f all this journal

in Coeur d’Alene, I covered the sparsely popu

once-inhospitable climates; Tracked the im

ism darkness, there’s a ray o f light,” said Andy

lated counties o f northern Idaho, including

pact o f higher water temperatures on salmon

Hall, the 49-year-old founder o f the nonprofit

the country’s largest Superfund site.

Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journal

Now a single reporter covers one o f the

ism. “People are incredibly anxious for a sign

in the Snake River. In the end, they produced
an eight-story online package, one o f the lon

most complicated, controversial and economi

gest projects published by the Spokesman last

o f hope in this long winter. This is an emerging

cally vital beats in the region. In today’s eco

year.

idea for finding ways to improve the quality

nom ic climate, investigative and explanatory

The work could never approach the efforts

and increase the amount o f investigative jour
nalism.”

projects at metropolitan newspapers have be

o f veteran journalists unleashed for months

come a luxury rather than a necessity.

on a topic. But now, imagine a team o f pro

Nearly 40 nonprofit journalism centers

W hen my environmental reporting class at

fessional journalists, working not with stu

now exist worldwide, including some estab

Washington State University embarked on a

dents but also on their own projects, backed

lished decades ago amid mounting concerns

project, we decided to seek out a partnership.

by donors and foundations. Housed within a

about the influence o f advertisers and pow

O ur plan was simple: The Spokesman

university, the centers would hire journalists

erful publishing companies. The once-niche

would provide oversight from an experienced

— both to produce top-flight environmental

economic model has gained traction in recent

team o f professionals led by City Editor Addy

journalism and to partner with students on

months, as shrinking ad revenue, falling cir

Hatch. In return, the students at the Edward

investigative projects.

culation and growing online competition have

R. Murrow College o f Communication would

It is the sort o f collaboration that may

crippled newspapers.

produce a multi-part series on the effects o f cli

emerge with greater frequency in the com

mate change in the Pacific Northwest.

ing years as major news organizations look to

The centers provide something rapidly dis
appearing in American newsrooms: Probing,
in-depth investigative journalism.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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Always open to innovative approaches,
then-editor Steven Smith readily agreed to

nonprofits —and the universities they associate
with —to pursue in-depth investigative work.

32

At Boston University’s new investigative
center, leaders view that nexus — nonprofit,
traditional media and the university setting —

School of Journalism: Environmental Journalism Issue

winner o f two Pulitzer Prizes, traced the deaths
o f more than 150 people to a vermiculite mine

where, many are looking to nonprofit centers
to produce professional journalism.

in Libby, Mont. Schneider later tracked the

To some, universities appear to be natural

ore, which contained asbestos, to towns across
the U .S., following a deadly map o f exposure.

partners: They house experts across disciplines.
They have mandates for public good. And they

health needs o f patients, we believe that Bos

But in March, the scrappy Post-Intelligenc
er, which lost $14 million in 2 008, issued its

have a continuous crop o f young journalists.
Among others, American University, the Uni

ton University’s journalism program can train

final print edition. Schneider and dozens o f

versity o f California-Berkeley and Brandeis

reporters while serving the community’s civic

talented reporters were out o f work. The P i’s

University have formed associations with non

health,” Tom Fiedler, dean o f the College o f

profit journalism centers.

Communication, said in announcing the proj

longtime rival, The Seatde Times, has strug
gled to right its finances as the newspaper mar

ect.

ket has crumbled.

a practical and relevant element to the uni

as central to its program.
“Just as medical schools serve the dual pur
pose o f training physicians while serving the

“It enriches the centers, and it can bring

But is this what it has come to? Are we

“We’ve reached that critical moment where

versity,” Houston said. “For schools, it’s very

ready to swap experienced journalists churn

people realize that you could actually live in a

exciting. For the nonprofit, you exchange that

ing out daily news stories for eager college stu

town without newspapers,” said Brant Hous

experience for cheap, energetic workers.”

dents and a small team o f professionals?

ton, executive director o f Investigative Report

Until recently, such centers had been

ers and Editors and board president o f the
Wisconsin center.

viewed as anomalies in the once-wildly profit

We may not have a choice.
The Public-Private Partnership

able world o f journalism, complementing but

In 1999, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
broke one o f the biggest environmental stories

In Denver, the closure o f the 149-year-old

never threatening to replace traditional mod

Rocky Mountain News led journalists, donors

els. Now Pro-Publica, MinnPost and the Voice

in Montana history.

and citizens to rally for public-interest jour

o f San Diego are viewed as leaders in a tiny but

nalism. There, as in Seattle, Boston and else

growing market.

Investigative reporter Andrew Schneider,

VithPublished
traditional
print newspapers
going the
way of 2015
dinosaurs and the pay phone, journalism 's professional landscape has entered a period defined by change,
by ScholarWorks
at University
of Montana,
33
pnathan Weber, C E O and publisher of New W est Publishing, (newwest.net) has led the way into the unfolding o f new media structures.
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The Coming Structure of Media

“The bad news is, we need a thousand o f

about the loss o f good journalism,” said Brew

those,” said William F. Baker, a senior research

ster, who co-founded Seattle Weekly in 1976.

It remains to be seen whether social respon

fellow at the Kennedy Schools Hauser Center

“There was a strong mission component to it.”

sibilities and nonprofit status will improve

for Nonprofit Organizations, during a discus

Seattle appears awash in what Brewster calls

American journalism, or whether it will dis

sion at Harvard University last year. “In the

“severance capitalism,” as a diaspora o f highly

tance journalists from the wants o f their read

scheme o f what America needs, that’s nice. But

trained but displaced journalists search for

ers. After all, if competition spurs creativity,

its not enough.”
Others have suggested more sweeping

outlets for their work.

what becomes o f reporters and editors shel

changes.
In the New York Times earlier this year,

perimentation and probably a pretty high rate

two financial analysts at Yale University pro

what emerges from that.”

“I think we will have a year o f chaos and ex
o f fatalities,” Brewster said. “It’s hard to know

tered from the harsh realities o f the market
place?
“I think that sometimes nonprofits can be
quite disconnected, to be very honest,” said

posed establishing endowments for the Times

At first glance, the nonprofit model has a

Jonathan Weber, chief executive o f New West

and the Washington Post. W ith a $5 billion

slew o f advantages: It removes “profit margin”

Publishing LLC, which is based in Missoula.

endowment, they wrote that The Times could

from the industry lexicon. It may shelter jour

“W hat nonprofit journalism will never be able

maintain a $200-m illion annual budget.

nalists from direct advertising pressure. It frees

to solve properly is deciding what is worthy.

“As long as newspapers remain for-profit

them from the dynastic clans and avaricious

In a business, the customers ultimately decide

enterprises, they will find no refuge from their

corporations that dominated the press in the

what is worthy, for better and for worse.”

financial problems,” wrote David Swenson

20th century.

Weber’s for-profit venture supports five

And it allows reporters to pursue journal

full-time employees, four part-timers and

enues that newspaper Web sites generate are

ism in the public interest rather than tailing

a network o f contract writers, stringers and

not enough to sustain robust news coverage.

car wrecks, freeway chases or Hollywood star

bloggers. Among other prominent stories,

lets.

the New West team catalogued the spectacu

and Michael Schmidt. “The advertising rev

“Enlightened philanthropists must act now

But the transition can be bumpy. As a

lar collapse o f the Yellowstone Club, a resort

501 (c)(3), news outlets are prohibited from in

community for the mega-rich where the bank

fluencing legislation or supporting candidates,

account dwindled to $ 4 0 ,0 0 0 last year.

or watch a vital component o f American de
mocracy fade into irrelevance.”

Flaws in the nonprofit model?

meaning an instant end to the long-standing

At the Seattle headquarters o f Crosscut,

newspaper endorsement.
“Nonprofits bring some challenges and

com, Editor David Brewster has swapped a

burdens that people may not realize yet,”

for-profit model for nonprofit status.

Across its varied Web pages, New West now
attracts 50 0 ,0 0 0 page views a month, Weber
said, and the site’s journalism is backed by ad
vertising and a thriving conference business.

Launched two years ago with investors,

Houston said. “As a nonprofit, with the tax-

In a column earlier this year, Weber criti

Crosscut relies on a handful o f part-time edi

exempt status, you really have some deep, deep

cized those who equate “the current fiscal

tors, one contract writer, and dozens o f free

responsibilities to the public.”

problems o f debt-laden newspaper compa
nies” with the end o f journalism.

lancers. The Web site has a broad focus, but

Advertising may be needed to supplement

environmental reporting has quickly become

grants and donations. And wealthy donors can

“I think there is a distinction between the

a hallmark.

be fickle, as well as ethically perilous. Dona

future o f traditional print newspapers and the

As advertising dollars disappeared in 2 0 0 8 ,

tions must be carefully vetted to avoid con

future o f journalism,” Weber said in a phone

Brewster mulled his options. Venture capital

flicts. And with other media outlets struggling,

interview. “I think that’s an issue that has got

ists had grown wary o f online news models,

businesses are likely to express interest in jour

ten confused in the conversation.

but donors seemed eager to back public-inter

nalism that advances their ends.

est journalism.

Does that mean it’s only a matter o f time

But to make the switch to a nonprofit,
Brewster had to convince his original investors

before a university establishes the “Big Oil

tions to respond to technological change in a

Center for Environmental Journalism”?

way that will allow them to be leaders in the

to become donors instead.

Probably not. But other smaller, trickier

The vote was unanimous.

conflicts will likely litter the path o f nonprof

“These were

its.

investors very concerned

“Change is here and change is necessary,”
he said. “It’s difficult for entrenched institu

next generation.”
Smaller and more flexible, the online start
ups — both for-profit and nonprofit — may
change the traditional structure o f journalism.
Weber and Brewster have already partnered
to share some content. Houston, who works

Missoula
Community
Access
Television
500 N. Higgins, Suite 105
P.O. Box 8749
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
Missoula, MT 59807

(406) 542-6228
FAX (406) 721-6014
E-mail: mcat@mcat.org

with several nonprofit journalism groups,
imagines a network o f local news sites sharing
stories and research as the idea spreads from
city to city.
“This isn’t theoretical,” he said. “We’re al
ready moving to how you preserve this and
grow it, how do you connect all these groups,
and then allow them to interact.”

Benjam in Shors, M .A. ’00, is an assistant
professor a t W ashington State U niversity’s Ed
w ard R. M urrow C ollege o f C om m unication. H e
can be reached a t bshors@ w su.edu.
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jEndangering W ildlife:
W

il d l if e f il m s a r e im p o r t a n t ,

B U T IS

THE M E D IA D O IN G M O R E H A R M T H A N G O O D ?

Story By Chuck Jonkel
Problems with the media and wildlife

enforcem ent matured and developed, wild

ing, habitats are being saved, and massive

coverage began as wildlife science developed

life education began to move from “pickled-

herds o f ungulates are back on the land.

in the first half o f the 2 0 th century.

shark-in-a-lab” zoology, to “lets go outdoors”

In response to massive losses o f both wild
species and habitats, legislation enacted in the

However, wildlife science, education, re
search and law enforcem ent have tragically

hands-on programs.
The print and T V media, like certain

neglected the interests, and responsibilities o f

late 1930s taxed hunting and fishing equip

“bad” hunters or fishermen, sometimes hurt

wildlife media. Media programmers, distrib

ment to raise funds for wildlife protection.

both wildlife and wild habitats. In the worst

utors and marketers have all too often totally

Returning World War II soldiers became a

cases, poachers exploited animals and bad

replaced wildlife teachers, researchers, man

wave o f students eager to become game war

film makers/photographers exploited wildlife

agers, and wardens as the voice o f wildlife.

dens, biologists, and wildlife scientists.

for money, entertainment, or ego and status.

This voice, all too often a mix o f humor,

About that same time, Disney, especial

Unfortunately, the most repugnant and

sentimentalism, horror stories, opinions and

ly, created a market for wildlife media. The

harmful aspects o f mainstream T V some

phony authority, motivated by greed and

main styles were “the great white hunter”

times make their way into wildlife TV . Prof

profits, only creates gross distortions o f wild

posing with foot on shot animal, and the

its, not sportsmanship or science, have be

life. Ultimately, it is the cacophony o f enter

Bambi,

syn

com e the media’s driving force. M any media

tainment values, excessive humanism and

dromes. This market grew as demand rose

forces simply do not strive to create good

profit motivations that too often cause the

and photographic equipm ent became better

wildlife media, and most wildlife scientists

greatest human impacts on wildlife habitat.

and cheaper.

do not have much involvement with the cre

momma/baby,

and

Tarzan

As wildlife management agencies and law

M y early efforts to increase

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

wardens and the wildlife and natural resource

com m unication and interaction

agencies still don’t recognize that their roles

between scientists and the media

have been taken over by the media. The me

were not well received by either

dia exploit wildlife with nary a com plaint or

side. Today, wildlife media, lit

challenge from wildlife professionals.

erature, and T V entertainment

Even now, most local wildlife specialists

are still at the mercy o f the mar

have not learned from our International W ild

ketplace, while wildlife science

life Film Festival. They complain about media

has moved away from the mar

distortions and untruths, but do not act.

ketplace and more deeply into

As a typical shortsighted, narrow-minded

research, management, and law

biologist, I began the study o f bears with a

enforcement.

“numbers” and a “how to hunt them” ap

The situation has been al

proach. M anagement, research and educa

most impossible to identify and

tion about bears back then was essentially a

change.

aspects

big fat zero in M ontana, yet state biologist

o f poaching for meat, trophies

Fletcher Newby hired me to do M ontana

or misguided sport have long
been recognized and dealt with

bear research.

through

ture o f public interest in bears. I found that

The

harmful

professional

wildlife

I quickly learned about the depth and na

and

bears are an iconic animal to the public, but

law enforcement. Specially ear

o f little concern to biologists and wildlife

management,

Montana Bear Biologist Chuck Jonkel

Com pounding the problem is the notion
that biologists, scientists, teachers, managers,

ation o f wildlife media.

research,

marked federal taxes on guns,

agencies. Fletch was the sole support for my

amm o, tackle, baits, etc. provide

work, and my research, never having been

massive levels o f wildlife-related

done before, was day-to-day. I was astounded

funding

to find that, suddenly, I was a celebrity.

annually.

Thanks

to

these taxes, species are recover

I found that I needed to constantly deal
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had moved back to Montana to do grizzly re

ment needs, even wildlife law would all suffer

Tim e and again, though, as I learned new

search for the state, and became faculty advi

again.

things about bears, the media would leap on

sor to the U M student chapter o f The Wildlife

There are wildlife scientists, teachers, film

and distort the story. That made difficult work

Society. O ne late O ctober night I talked to the

makers and photographers who honor and em

even harder. Concerned more with profits than

students about the problem and the need, but

ploy truth and good science. IW FF celebrates

with the public and the press. Bears were hot.

biology, entertainment more than science, the

I also spoke o f the difficulty funding a juried

their efforts and contributes to their successes,

media and Hollywood nullified the teaching

wildlife film festival based on scientific accu

yet problems continue to evolve. Vast sums o f

progress I had made.
I had to do something, so I helped the Ca

racy and education value. I figured it would

money go to what can only be called “wildlife

cost around $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 . Forty kids leapt up say

pornography,” and most wildlife professionals

nadian Broadcasting Corp. (C BC ) make an

ing “W e will do it,” and the funding crisis was

pay it little mind, considering it “entertain

honest film on polar bears.
In long discussions with Jim Murray o f the

averted.

ment.” Well, it is not entertaining to the bears,

C B C s The Nature o f Things in Toronto, we

was a success. Considering we didn’t know how

refined the idea o f how to improve things—a

to create a festival, needed to raise lots o f

Furthermore, people in less-developed

film

money and had to develop scientific values

countries too often see only the poorest o f

festival

that

and guidelines, awards, judging rules, catego

wildlife films. They cannot afford to buy

would

judge

ries, judging panels, etc., we were as surprised

or make good wildlife films, yet these same

as anyone by our success.

countries have most o f the extremely endan

wildlife

films based on
scientific, man

O ur first festival, held in the winter o f 1978,

the birds, or the orphaned young in their ru
ined habitats.

Now in its 3 2 nd year, and having long

gered wildlife and habitats. The very people,

and

since moved o ff campus, the International

habitats and wild creatures that need help the

educational

W ildlife Film Festival is the largest and oldest

most, get the least.

values, as well

festival o f its kind worldwide. B ut our work

as

is far from done.

agement

on

photo

and entertain
ment quality.
Funding,

M any members o f the news media and
wildlife professionals still do not understand

O ne constant problem for the IW F F has

the need for com m unicating and for working

been staying free o f influence from financial

together. M uch more needs to be done, for

sources. The industry would gladly fund and

with the advent o f each new media format,

however, posed

control the festival, changing it into a trade

new patches o f habitat and species are threat

a dilemma.

show, like many other film festivals around the

ened or destroyed.

By 1977, I

world. Science, educational quality, manage

\

THANK YOU, UM
Make your writing tight and bright, ask
the tough questions, never use a
prepositional phrase to end a sentence
with. These are just a few of the lessons
drilled into me during my days in J-School.
And a few of them actually stuck.
I owe a ton to my journalism professors
for their sometimes gentle — sometimes
not-so-gentle — guidance during my days
at UM. And l owe probably just as much to
the Montana Kaimin, a 24-hour-a-day
classroom with the toughest teachers you'll
ever find — your daily readers.
—Matt Ochsner

Great Falls Tribune newsroom
employees thank the University
of Montana School of Journalism:
Built to last. The foundation formed during
my years at UM's School of Journalism has
proven solid through three decades of work
in the newspaper business.
While the industry has changed, many
J-School tools are ingrained, and l still use
them constantly. They are the skills that
matter most and improve with constant use.
Good editing never goes out of style. Having
the desire and ability to design an appealing
page, write a snappy headline or catch an
error before the press runs are what make
copy desk work challenging and rewarding.
—Jackie (Galt) Rice

The University of Montana also played
a key role in these Great Falls Tribune
newsroom employees' careers:
Michael Babcock
Stacy Byrne
Kristen Cates
Rich Ecke
Zachary Franz
Cathy (Kauffman) Gretch
Liz Hahn
Dan Hollow
Peter Johnson
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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Leon Lenz
Erin Madison
Gary Moseman
Kim Skornogoski
Allison Squires
Amie (Rambo) Thompson
Scott Thompson
Take Uda
36
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Oscar Wilde complained that newspapers “dissemi
nate the opinions o f the uninformed, thereby keep
ing us in touch with the ignorance o f the community.” In his
heyday in the late 1880s, many people may have shared Wilde s
low regard for reporters and their news organizations. I f Wilde
were alive today and living in Montana or some other part o f
the American West, he surely would encounter other residents o f
the region who embrace his point o f view. Many citizens are dis
satisfied with how the West’s newsrooms cover the rapid and often
unwanted changes that have become pervasive. As a result, the public
often has an inadequate understanding o f the causes and consequences
o f what is happening to Western communities— to their cultures, their
economies and to the landscapes they care about so deeply.

along with scores o f other Western dailies, to stanch their own
financial hemorrhaging.
The dominant business model for newspapers is badly broken. In many
American cities, the dailies swaggered through the 1980s and 1990s, en
gorging themselves with profits. The publisher o f the Billings Gazette,
Wayne Schile told me he adored his job back then because it was like “be
ing licensed to print money.” But in this decade, with the strong commer
cial surge o f the Internet, the newspapers’ longstanding local monopolies
in classified advertising have vanished. Year after year, the base o f paid sub
scriptions keeps shrinking. At many papers, revenue from big display ad
vertisers erodes at a shocking pace. Under these transformative conditions,
the incoming cash is rarely adequate to support payrolls and the hefty costs
o f printing and delivery. The industry’s current trajectory is a downward

But the publics current problem with journalism may reflect shrink
ing newsrooms more than lazy reporting.

spiral. In the West, newspaper owners saddled with heavy debts now face
heightened risks o f bankruptcy and breakup.

The recent demise o f the 149-year-old Rocky Mountain News sad
dened plenty o f Denvers citizens, including many who had counted on
the newspaper to keep them abreast o f local and regional environment is
sues. In its youth, the Rocky’s unabashed.mission was to help the boom
[town grow and prosper, sometimes at the expense o f accuracy. Since
2000, as Colorado’s oldest and second largest daily, the Rocky has
won four Pulitzer Prizes for its service to the public. In the current
decade, it also has produced some o f the most insightful coverage
anywhere in the West on complex and contentious issues o f water
conservation and population growth.

These struggling owners include the McClatchy Company and Lee En
terprises. Stocks o f both companies have been trading recently for less than
$1 a share, an indication o f extremely low investor confidence. McClatchy,
the owner o f 30 dailies, including 11 in the West, eliminated about 1,200
jobs last September and renegotiated its $1. 2 billion debt agreement to ease
pressures caused by its advertising woes and reduced cash flow. In exchange
for some relaxed loan-agreement provisions, the company has put up more
collateral and now pays higher interest rates. Lee, the owner o f 49 dailies,
including 22 in the West, carries debts totaling about $1.3 billion. Because
o f a recent increase in the interest rates that Lee must pay its lenders, the

Could the Rocky’s death portend a larger and more harm
ful unraveling? The recent deaths o f the Albuquerque Tribune

company cannot restore its dividend or repurchase any o f its own stock for
at least three years.

and the Tucson Citizen reflect the same basic economic
trouble: being extremely unprofitable. For the
same reason, the San Francisco Chronicle fac
es the prospect o f extinction, while The Salt
Lake Tribune, The Arizona
Republic and The Ore
gonian struggle,

Among the best o f McClatchy’s Western papers are The Sacramento
Bee, the Idaho Statesman and the Anchorage Daily News. Since 2000, all
three consistently have done an excellent job o f covering major issues o f
growth, development, natural resources and the environment. The abrupt
demise o f any McClatchy dailies in the West could pose civic hardships for
the communities they serve. Public awareness and understanding o f com
plex issues could be diminished severely.
The quality o f the Lee papers is generally inferior to
the McClatchy group. Nonetheless, since Lee has
little or no competition in the geographies where
it operates, news coverage by Lee dailies receives
.a lot o f readership in
Lmany com m unities

Troubled Newsrooms and
Community Ignorance:

o f the region.

Journalism’s Duty to the American W est
St o r y
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By Frank Edward Allen
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In Montana, for example, Lee owns the Mis-

the West? Should freelance writers and bloggers

neider has won two Pulitzer Prizes, one in public

soulian and four other dailies that together con

be entrusted to carry the load? W hat will hap

service and one for specialized reporting. He has
also received the National Headliner Award, the

trol 60 percent o f total statewide circulation. Lee

pen when the last remaining daily newspapers in

also owns prominent dailies in Oregon, Arizona,

the West no longer have the workers, expertise

Society o f Professional Journalists’ Public Service

Idaho and Wyoming. In most o f Lee’s Western

or institutional memory necessary to challenge

Award, the George Polk Award and the John B.

papers, routine coverage o f news about the envi

abuses o f power or authority? W hat will happen

Oakes Award for Distinguished Environmental

ronment, the economy, politics and government

when the news beats have been thinned to such

Journalism.

is often less thorough,
less

explanatory

Papers are likely to perish online as well. As they

and

less analytical than that

disappear, so will the b est-p rep ared w atchdogs of

o f McClatchy papers. A
shining exception is the
work o f the Missou-

governm ent, the econ om y and the environm ent.

lians Michael Jamison.

He shows commend
able initiative, persistence and storytelling flair in

a point that nobody checks anymore to see if a

About six years ago, as an investigative re

his coverage o f a broad range o f topics— from is

government or industry official’s statement is

porter for the P-I, he poured through thousands

sues about Plum Creek Timber s vast land hold

even accurate?

o f documents and conducted hundreds o f inter

ings to climate research, wildfire management,

The Seatde Post-Intelligencer, which pub

views to break a major public-health story about

endangered and invasive species, rural economic

lished its last edition in print on March 17, hopes

deadly asbestos pollution from the vermiculite-

growth and Glacier National Park.

to demonstrate that life after print can be worth

mining operations o f W.R. Grace & Co. in Lib

Within the next several years, the economic

living. The P-I had been consistendy unprofit

by, Mont. In 2004, Schneider and McCumber

evidence suggests, many medium-sized and

able since 2000. It lost $14 million in 2008. To

wrote a compelling book about the case entided,

larger cities in the West risk losing the print ver

survive online, the P-I will have to make do with

“An Air That Kills.” The newspaper’s extensive

sions o f their dailies. Scores o f these papers are

a relatively young and inexperienced news staff

coverage triggered an investigation by the U.S.

likely to perish online as well. As they disappear,

o f 20 (compared with about 250 during 2008)

Environmental Protection Agency, resulting in

so will the best-prepared watchdogs
o f government, the economy and
the

environment.

and a virtually untested ad-sales
■ team.
the

Communities

the designation o f Libby as a toxic Superfund

When

site, a civil trial against Grace and criminal in

Post-In

dictments o f the company and several o f its ex
ecutives.
Although

across the West will for

telligencer dis

feit the most reliable lo

missed

cal sources o f information

90 percent o f its

reporting has flourished over the years in high

about changes as they hap

news staff, the

profile daily newspapers from time to time, the

pen— and about why these

communities o f

troubling trend o f downsizing publications has

changes are important.

metropolitan Se

taken a toll on the quality and feasibility o f cov

attle lost forever

erage.

C, e r t a i n 1 y

about

groundbreaking

environmental

of

The small nonprofit that I manage has been

coordinated, dis

studying the environment-news coverage by

the

benefit

most, if not all,
Tuscon;. Arizona/
the regions daily e *T a c ts .-55 billion
newspapers could
gallons o f w ater ’

ciplined coverage

daily newspapers in the North American West

do a better job

beyond what

by such outstand

since 2000. Our research team o f independent

o f informing the

r|ature can put back

ing journalists as

journalists started by traveling all over the West,

public, especially

managing

editor

across 14 states and two provinces, from El Paso

about the big, difficult

David

McCum-

to Anchorage, from Calgary and Casper to Santa

stories. Yet it is the newsrooms

ber

o f the dailies— not those o f the Wests

winning reporters

initial effort, we used the John Wesley Powell

local television stations, public-radio affili

Andrew Schneider,

approach. We divided the work along the most

ates, lifestyle magazines or online forums— that

Robert

natural and logical o f the West’s internal bound

possess the most capacity and will to do original

Lisa

and

award

McClure,

Stiffler

and

Fe, Sacramento and San Diego. To organize this

aries— its watersheds. We looked at coverage in

reporting. Except in a few o f the regions largest

Jennifer Langston. All o f them brought distinc

the context o f the West’s sub-regions, by drain

cities, only the dailies have the more-experienced

tion to the paper’s environment-news coverage.

age— from the tributaries and the main stem o f
Columbia to those o f the Missouri and the Great

and better-trained staffs required for the compe

McClure and Stiffler rank among the best

tent gathering, verifying, evaluating and dissemi

environment reporters in the country. They

Basin, and from those o f the Platte, the Arkansas

nating o f news.

have received repeated regional and national

and the Rio Grande to those o f the Colorado.

As the news staffs o f more Western papers

recognition for their extensive reporting on the

As we traveled, we talked with managing edi

continue to shrink and even disappear, who

ecological challenges confronting Puget Sound.

tors, city editors and other newsroom supervisors

and what will make up for the deficits? How

Langston earned praise during the past five years

as well as with reporters. For added perspective,

will citizens and communities keep up with the

for her thoughtful coverage o f issues o f urban

we talked with former reporters and editors.

pace and scale o f change underway throughout

growth, traffic, air pollution and sprawl. Sch

We read all 285 English-language dailies in the

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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North American West, including those in Al

the subject is simply “not applicable” to their
readers.

big story o f the Wests growth. But few dailies

berta and British Columbia. We read week after
week and month after month, starring in 2001,

While more than half o f Americas toxic-

story in ways that reduce community ignorance.

throughout 2002 and about the first half o f

chemical releases into bodies o f water and into

In journalism, shallowness should be the en

2003. Between 2005 and 2008, we did substan
tial follow-up research using the original 2001

the atmosphere by metal-mining operations oc

emy. And the worthiest adversary o f shallowness

cur in Western states, half o f the managing edi

is context. Reporters for The Pueblo Chieftain in
Colorado and The Desert Sun in Palm Springs,

have counted words. We have studied how of

tors in the West believe that mining is not an is
sue for their readers.

ten the stories appeared and how they were dis

Most Western news organizations could and

proposed housing subdivisions and golf courses

played. We have examined how the stories were

should be making a better effort to reduce igno

could affect local groundwater. At the Arizona

framed and how much, or how little, explana

rance in their communities. Ignorance is a strong

Daily Sun in Flagstaff, reporter Cyndy Cole can

tory context they provided. All o f the working

word. It can be mistaken for a scornful word. But

not travel to the adjacent Navajo Reservation to

data for a baseline. We have counted stories. We

in the West know how to frame and tell the big

Calif., often fail to raise questions about how

conditions we found to be prevalent in 2001,

being ignorant simply means being uninformed.

pursue stories about the environment or public

2003 and 2005 have since become even more

Ignorance is different from stupidity. There isn’t

health unless she can demonstrate in advance to

pronounced.

much that even the best news organization in

her editor that the stories will have a “Flagstaff

the world can do to reduce stupidity. But there

angle.” Editors at the Statesman Journal in Sa

dailies still say their newsrooms have a significant

is much that all news organizations, regardless

lem, Ore., recendy discouraged their environ

shortage o f reporters.

o f size or wealth, can do to reduce ignorance. A

ment and science beat reporters from quoting

Managing editors at 80 percent o f the Wests

At three-fourths o f the Wests dailies, report

large majority o f the Wests daily newspapers and

researchers at Oregon State University in nearby

ers constandy face severe time constraints, most

other news oudets neglect the whole. Instead,

Corvallis because these people live and work out

ly because o f pressures to produce an acceptable

most Western news organizations cover just the

side the papers circulation area.

quantity o f stories every week, if not every day.

parts, narrowly and sporadically, in response to

Throughout the Western states, the op

specific events, as if these events were isolated and

portunity to reduce ignorance is substantial. In

reporters are assigned to cover the community’s

unrelated. What’s missing so often is the needed

Colorado, for example, more than one-third o f

natural resources or environment more than

sense o f context, significance and relevance.

At more than half o f the Wests dailies, no

one-third o f the time.

the current residents o f the Boulder-Longmont

In the past half century, metropolitan Tucson

metropolitan area didn’t live in that area just five
years ago. One-fifth o f these current residents

Senior news executives at more than three-

has grown from nine square miles to 309 square

fourths ofWestern dailies acknowledge that their

miles. The city’s footprint is still spreading. Much

lived outside Colorado five years ago. The same

organizations provide no training whatsoever in

o f the once-stunning, saguaro-covered desert is

pattern holds true for Denver, Colorado Springs,

how to cover natural resources, the environment,

now platted and paved. The city still gets almost

Fort Collins, Loveland, Durango and Aspen, ac

science, public health, government, business or

all o f its drinking water from wells and they are

cording to U.S. Census Bureau data.

economics.

steadily sucking down the aquifer. Lately, they

That’s a lot o f newcomers. But in order to

At most Western dailies, the lack o f opportu

have been extracting about 55 billion gallons a

function as informed citizens, these newcomers
need help from news organizations. They need

nity for training and professional development

year beyond what nature can put back to sustain

is a much more prevalent source o f news-staff

the aquifer. In parts o f Tucson, the ground is

to get brought up to speed on the context in the

discontent than either salary levels or chances for

sinking. Aggressive water consumption without

places where they have resettled. They need to

promotion.

sufficient recharging has caused the ground to

learn some relevant history. They need to un

subside.

derstand the fundamental trends o f local growth

In journalism , shallowness should

The foun-

and local development and local water con

dations

sumption. Western newcomers and long-timers

be the enemy. And the w orthiest

of

build

alike will continue to depend on newsrooms for

are

more than just a description o f what is happen

adversary of shallowness is con text.

ings

crack in g .

ing. They also need and want the benefit o f first

As

water

hand observations o f how it is happening, trust

tables have

worthy explanations o f why, and independent

Reporters who have left the natural resources

dropped, pumping costs have increased, while

evaluations o f the significance, the implications

beat at Western dailies since the mid-1990s most

production has fallen, water quality has declined

and the known and potential consequences.

often cite job dissatisfaction or disillusionment as

and riparian areas have suffered. Tucson wants to

When these journalistic duties are fulfilled,

the primary reason for their departure. In partic

keep growing. Its boosters are betting heavily on

communities will be better off. All across the
West, journalists can and should do better. In

ular, they express frustration about having been

a 300-mile pipeline to bring water from the Col

allowed too litde time and space to do justice to

orado River at Parker Dam. But if the Colorado

this harsh era, with more and more shrinking

complicated, issue-based stories. Most reporters

River runs low for several consecutive decades,

and sinking o f newsrooms, the question is how

currendy assigned to cover this beat for Western

then what? Some Westerners have expressed seri

journalists can be expected to get better as their

dailies express the same frustration.

ous interest in piping water from Lake Superior.

dissipating ranks and resources prevent them

A though more than 80 percent o f the water

Tucson makes a worthy surrogate for much

in the West is used for agriculture, supervising

o f the American West’s natural landscape— and

editors at about one-fourth o f the West’s dailies

for how much that landscape has changed just

think farming doesn’t warrant coverage because

since World War II. Tucson is a surrogate for the
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from doing more.

Frank Edw ard Allen is president an d executive
director o f the Institutesfo r Journalism & N atural
Resources. H e an d his w ife M aggie live in M issoula.
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How Green th e ’zine?
Is printing on recycled paper feasible in this time
of growing environmental awareness?
Story By Amy Faxon
Photo Illustration By Elizabeth Diehl

P

hen you’re finished with the latest issue o f The E con
omist, you probably toss it in the nearest recycling

bin. After all, there is a symbol at the bottom o f the table o f
contents encouraging readers to recycle it. Then, hopefully, it

will be reused in future magazine issues. But, recycled mate
rial from the magazine won’t be reused for other Econom ist
issues, nor will it be used in People, T IM E , U S Weekly, or
many other magazines with a circulation o f at least 6 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
The only way a lot o f magazine publishers are involved in
recycling is by encouraging readers to recycle their magazine, and
the cycle ends there for them. W hy not complete the cycle by
printing their magazines on post-consumer recycled paper (paper
previously used in publications) instead o f virgin-fiber paper?
According to a Seybold Report published on Nov. 2, 2 0 0 7 ,
i f all magazines in N orth America were printed on 3 0 per
cent post-consumer recycled paper, 1 0 ,0 2 7 ,9 8 4 trees would
be saved; enough energy to power 6 8 ,9 6 0 homes for a year
would be conserved; the amount o f greenhouse gases emitted
by 1 5 3 ,8 9 4 cars in a year would not be released into the at
mosphere; waste-water equal to the am ount o f water in 5,113
Olympic-sized swimming pools would not be produced; and
2 7 ,1 4 9 garbage trucks wouldn’t have full loads o f solid waste to
dump. There are currently about 1 7 ,0 0 0 magazines in the U .S.
alone, and less than 2 percent o f them regularly print on recyI . cled paper, according to Green America’s Better Paper Project,
U Jdedicated to reducing harmful effects o f paper consumption on
^ the environment.
NJagazii^es that print on post-consumer recycled paper in
clud e Audubon, Body and Soul, Clamor, Cooking for Two,
, Cr^fi, R,Magazine, The Ecologist, Every Day with Rachel Ray,

iHRUEs’pT-.-

ln c .^ ^ o n ta n a , National Parks, Nickelodeon Magazine, O rIfiBuc LjferSierra, W ashington Gardener, and Yes!.
The idea o f printing on recycled paper will really start to
|ha$£ a » iim Pact when the large magazines do it, said Doug

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1

Nipss, publisher o f E Magazine, an environmental publication.
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“W hat really needs to happen is for the

recycled paper is available in variations o f

duction quality because the recycled paper

big magazines like Vogue to do it,” he said,

smoothness and brightness. It goes on to say,

has a larger dot gain than its printer is used

adding that i f more magazines with larger

“Magazines on the market today with recy

to, Pibel said. He assumes magazines prob

circulations printed on recycled paper, the

cled content range from 3 0 - and 4 0 - percent

ably print on the least expensive paper that

market for it would grow quickly.

post-consumer recycled content to as much
as 100 percent post-consumer recycled con

gives them the quality they need.

tent and look great.”

said. “Much more expensive than standard

“I f there is a high demand for things like
100 percent recycled paper, the costs will go

“The stock we use is very expensive,” he

down,” said Kristen Harding, assistant pub

“There is very little choice when it comes

lisher o f The Ecologist.
Currently, the magazines with some o f

to recycled papers if you are looking at a con

stock.”
John Karst, an account representative for

tent o f 75 percent or more,” said Harding o f

the R R Donnelley branch in Great Falls,

the largest circulations, including Elle, M a

The Ecologist. “And often these appear grey

M ont, said the full-service paper print

rie Claire, U S Weekly, T IM E , People and

and not white. This is an effect that some

ing company offers two paper options for

National Geographic, do not print on post

people relish, but other more mainstream

magazines that want to buy post-consumer

consumer recycled paper.

magazines want something that is clean and

recycled paper: paper with 10 percent post

crisp.”

consumer recycled paper and paper with 30

National Geographies cover is currently

percent post-consumer recycled paper.

printed on paper that contains recycled ma

Some lifestyle magazines such as Marie

terials, and it is testing different recycled

Claire, Elle and Vanity Fair have published

Karst said the paper with 10 percent post

content papers for the rest o f the magazine,

green issues. The only difference between the

consumer recycled paper is about 5 percent

said Julie Crain o f the National Geographic

green issue and every other issue they pub

more expensive than virgin-fiber paper. He

Society. “O ne problem that we will have is

lish are the articles inside, which are geared

estimates that about 5 percent o f its jobs for

the availability o f clean recovered fiber in the

toward eco-friendly or “green” living. For ex

magazines are printed on 10 percent post

quantities we need, and that will only get

ample, you can find “The G et Green Guide

consumer recycled paper. The 3 0 percent

worse as the demand for recycled fiber goes

to Eco-C hic Living” inside Marie Claire’s

post-consumer recycled paper is about 10

up,” she said. “A lot o f our waste paper goes

green issue. This guide includes articles

percent more expensive than virgin fiber pa

offshore for reuse, so clean fiber will not al

on the greenest celebrities, organic foods

per. Very few o f R R Donnelley’s clients are

ways be available unless more people recycle

and cocktails, easy ways to save money and

willing to pay that much more for the recy

more paper products.”
David M cD onald, advertising produc

the planet, eco workout clothes, and green

cled product. Karst said customers call and

grooming products.

inquire about prices o f the post-consumer
recycled paper, but aren’t

tion manager for Marie
Claire, a Hearst publica

I th in k th e gap in th e s y s te m is th a t

tion, said the magazine
has

never printed

100

on

p e o p le a r e n ’t r e c y c lin g e n o u g h p a p e r

percent post-con

sumer recycled paper.
According
ing

Green,”

to
a

fo r it to b e u se d as r e c y c le d p ap er.

“Be

interested once they hear
the price.
For magazines

that

want to buy 30 percent
post-consumer

recycled

specialty paper and will
be printing multiple is

report

D a vid M c D o n a ld , advertising p ro d u ctio n m anager fo r M arie C laire

published by the Hearst

sues throughout the year
with R R Donnelley, the

Corporation, the corpo
ration currently uses more than 15 percent

“The print industry is not an eco-friendly

company can accommodate them, but “even

post-consumer recycled paper in its publi

one,” Harding said. “We all need to make as

then there is a really low demand for the 30

cations, especially in the newsprint it pur

many changes in the right direction as we can

percent post-consumer recycled paper,” Karst

chases.
“I think the gap in the system is that

so that we have as little impact environmen

said.
E Magazine, also a magazine focused on

people aren’t recycling enough paper for it

tally as possible.”
The Ecologist prints on 100 percent post

to be used as recycled paper,” M cD onald

consumer recycled paper and uses vegetable

cycled paper, o f which 3 0 percent is post

said. “(The recycled paper) wouldn’t be white

inks. “W e need to demonstrate that what we

consumer recycled. They currently don’t use

enough for the quality o f our magazine.”

talk about is possible,” Harding said.

soy-based ink. “We haven’t made that move

the environment, prints on 100 percent re

yet, but we will once the industry is up to

pa

Doug Pibel, managing editor o f Yes!, said

per would have to be bleached and then it

the magazine prints on 100 percent post-con

wouldn’t be environmentally friendly any

sumer recycled paper and uses soy-based ink.

He thinks larger magazines such as Vogue

more, and it’s also more expensive.

The largest impact on the environment is the

and T IM E will wait until recycled paper is

use o f paper and we use a lot o f it, he said.

cheaper to start investing in it. “Paper com 

He

explained

that

the

recycled

Green America said there is enough re

speed,” said Moss o f E Magazine.

cycled paper for people to buy, it’s now at a

The environmental magazine promotes

panies need to be told to use recycled paper,”

competitive price to virgin-fiber paper and

eco-friendly living. “W e offer people prac

Moss said, adding that it will only happen if

the quality is just as good as virgin-fiber

tical solutions for changing the way we live

environmental laws are passed.

papers. Its Web site, betterpaper.ning.com,

and we want to demonstrate to people that

“We believe that if you are going to print

states that “enough recycled paper is pro

it’s not a hardship to make the changes we

a magazine on paper you have the responsi

duced to supply an industry-wide switch to

bility to do so in a least damaging way,” said

10 percent post-consumer recycled paper

need to make,” Pibel said.
In printing on post-consumer recycled

as early as tomorrow,” and post-consumer

paper, Yes! has struggled with its color repro
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Advocacy or Reporting:
The line between writing ab° u“ 6 f
environment and writing on behalf of
the environment

Story By Elizabeth Diehl
Photo Illustration By Becky Malewitz

I M M Y C A R T E R o n c e said , “W e m u s t a d ju s t to c h a n g in g tim e s

J

a n d still h o ld to u n c h a n g in g p r in c ip le s .”

Today, journalists fight to be objective, an unchanging principle

not to be confused with environmental advocates.

that lies at the heart o f all journalism ethics. The controversy over ob

“At the SE J we are constantly reminding people that we are not

jectivity frequently presents itself in stories written by environmental

environmentalists but that we are environmental journalists,” said

reporters. According to many discussions held by the Society o f E n

George, a former advocacy journalist.

vironmental Journalists (S E J), present-day environmental journalists

For some skeptics, the efforts o f environmental reporters to seper-

are attempting to answer whether it would be more effective to abide

ate themselves from advocacy create the problem with environmental

by classic standards o f objective journalism or to write about what

journalism today.

they think is scientific truth after interpreting the facts that are pre

The dilemma is caused by a strain between the traditional school o f

sented, a tactic regarded by some as advocacy rather than journalism.

thought, which is com plete objectivity on the part o f journalists, and

Environmental reporters are frustrated by public censure, are ac
cused o f misleading readers to the point o f advocacy and reporting

the responsibility to com m unicate a more subjective idea o f truth,
especially when it comes to covering pressing environmental issues.

with anti-corporate biases. D ue to the fact that environmental stories

In a talk at the University o f N orth Texas’s Nature W riting Sympo

can unravel over a long period o f time, environmental reporters have

sium, environmental writer W endee Holtcam p discussed her griev

been criticized for becom ing invested to the point o f bias.

ances with objectivity in environmental journalism.

In the past decade, environmental journalists, especially those

“Is it okay for journalists to get involved in advocacy o f any type or

who have written stories on climate change, have faced a considerable

write advocacy journalism , or does this com prom ise their journalistic

amount o f backlash from environmental advocates, global-warming

integrity?” Holtcam p asked. “I believe what we need is not necessarily

skeptics and large businesses. And as news organizations are cutting

objectivity but rather to consistently uphold the rest o f the code o f

their budgets they are also cutting back on environmental reporters.

ethics —maintaining integrity and accuracy in your writing, and to be

In the transition from print to the W eb and with heightened job

clear about your perspective upfront.”

insecurity, is it still im portant for environmental journalists to stick

Striving for objectivity fails to serve the best interests o f society,

to objective storytelling, even i f that’s not what everyone wants to
hear?

H oltcam p said. Traditional objective journalism “leads to reader apa

“My work has never been so scrutinized as it has as an environ

thy, which in turn results in social and environmental problems per
sisting far longer than they really need to,” she added.

mental reporter,” said SE J President Christy George. “I have been at

For Holtcam p, writing w ithout objectivity does not mean one

tacked by environmentalists for having skeptics on the air and I have

should stop searching for the truth or give up other journalistic stan

been attacked by skeptics for having environmentalists.”

dards.

Though SE J members may care about the environment, they are

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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truth to the best o f your ability,” she said. “I just don’t agree that truth

Jim Bruggers, former SE J president and reporter for the Couri

is as simple as objective journalism makes it out to be. I think that

er-Journal in Louisville, Ky., has covered the environment full-time

everyone has their own perspective on what truth is, and so long as
the writer is clear about their own perspective and seeks to present the

since 1992.
“O ne o f the reasons why we get [criticized] is that experienced

facts and the entire picture o f truth, then it’s up to the reader to draw

environmental journalists know the questions that need to be asked,”

his or her own conclusions.”
O n the other side o f the spectrum is an argument made by busi

Bruggers said. “I f you ask tough questions you can be perceived as

ness leaders who denigrate environm ent reporters for being M other

being biased.”
O bjectivity is pertinent to Bruggers. He avoids criticism through

Nature-crusaders regardless o f their efforts to remain unbiased.

self-censorship. “I think that every reporter, no matter what the beat,

In a study called “Wrestling with O bjectivity and Fairness: U .S.

needs to understand what an issue or a conflict makes them feel per

Environment Reporters and Business Com m unity,” authors David

sonally before they go about their reporting,” he said.
The same elements in an environmental story that lead to criticism

Sachsman, James Sim on and JoAnn Myer Valenti, write, “Represen
tatives from business groups and business-related institutions have
complained that reporters have taken a pro-environment viewpoint

also lead to monetary repercussions.
“Environmental stories become econom ic stories,” said D on

on a number o f issues that could affect business, including global

Hopey, professor o f environmental issues and policy at the Univer

warming and the proposed Kyoto treaty; pesticide usage on produce;

sity o f Pittsburg and an environmental reporter at the Pittsburg Post-

air pollution standards; the health o f the national economy; and such

Gazette.
“Environmental stories and folks have to fight for a piece o f the

issues such as overpopulation, species extinction and air and water
pollution.”
In the study, which included 3 6 4 U .S. environment reporters,

pie,” Hopey said. “Criticism comes from folks who have to give up a

they discovered that journalists are more likely to use a business or

piece o f that pie.”
Despite the challenges, Hopey is com m itted to the environment.

economics fabric for their stories than an environmental one.

“It is not a beat for the faint o f heart, for people who don’t like con

often than some environmental groups. They acknowledged the need

troversy or to get criticized,” he said.
It is important to keep journalistic integrity, SE J president George

to be fair to both corporations and environmental activists,’ the study

said. “W hen you write things for the public, people react.”

said.
Environmental reporters are not willing to give up objectivity

fair and accurate, she said.

“The reporters used some business organizations as sources more

quite yet, regardless o f chastisement from both sides.
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to
How to get readers engaged in environmentaljdUteoalism
'Panama

Eleven leatherback turtles
competed in the The Great
Turtle Race from April 1 6 -1 9 ,
2007. The race was organized
to raise awareness of the plight

Galapagos
Islands

of these amazing animals.

FINISH
ZONE

C o lo m b ia
Ecuador

Sto ry By Jane Ellen Stevens

April 2007. Day nine
o f The Great Turtle Race.
Hundreds o f thousands o f
children, women and men
check an interactive map on
the Web to watch two table
sized leatherback unties —
Stephanie Colburde and Billie
—stroke toward the Galapagos
Islands. For days, Stephanie

During the two-week race, eleven leather

and the practices that were killing the turdes.

back turdes outfitted with satellite transmit

The site also provided educational modules

ters swam from nesting beaches in Costa Rica

for teachers to use during the race and links to

to the Galapagos Islands. Their progress was

researchers and students who were blogging

updated more than 100 times a day on the

about the race. The turdes had MySpace pages.

interactive map. O ther sections o f the site

W e named one o f the turdes Stephanie

featured turde “trading cards,” multimedia

Colburde, with the hope that Stephen Colbert

stories, and educational modules. The proj

would notice. He did three comedy bits dur

ect was a collaborative effort o f Tagging o f

ing the race. Conservation International in

Pacific Predators, o f which I was editor, the

terested enough radio, T V and news organiza

Leatherback Trust,

Conservation

Interna

tions to reach 137 million pairs o f eyes worldwide

tional and Costa Rica’s environmental agency.

with the story. In the blogosphere, the race went

The race was about as real as a swimming

viral. One week into the race, when we Googled

contest between leatherback turdes could get.

“Great Turde Race,” 97,000 results popped up.

Researchers put satellite tags on the female

W hy was this site so engaging? It embraced

leatherbacks in Costa Rica, as they have for

everything Web: it was interactive, participa

several years in their efforts to find out where

tory, solution-oriented, immediately accessible

leatherbacks migrate. Computer program

and updatable, visual (videos, photos, charts,

mers zeroed-out their departure times from

maps) and animated. It seeded and linked so

the beaches (a la Tour de France). They updat

cial networking, and had lots o f context and

ed their progress on the site every ten minutes.

continuity. It was entertaining and useful.

The site, TO PRorg, which received 3 mil

It even had a business model: compa

Colburde was in the lead. But

lion page views from more than 7 5 0 ,0 0 0

nies paid $ 2 5 ,0 0 0 each to sponsor a turde.

unique visitors, provided historical back

The money paid for the satellite tags and

late on day eight, with just 80

ground on each turde via a three-sided baseball

went into a fund to preserve parts o f the

trading card. O ne section featured in-depth

turdes’ nesting beach from development.

miles to go, Billie passes her.
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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multimedia stories about satellite tagging,

After the Great Turde Race was finished

leatherback physiology, nesting, researchers

— Billie “streaked” across the finish line on the
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morning o f day eleven — we applied what we

rely on me for the story? O f course not.

learned to the development ofTOPEorg, a site for

It’s clear that environmental and science

Tagging o f Pacific Predators, the Census o f Ma

journalism can — and must -- migrate to the

rine Life (COML.org) research project that led

W eb and use all it has to offer. As traditional

the Great Turtle Race. TOPPorg has an interac

news organizations shrink their staffs and lay

tive, animated map that’s updated nighdy, animal

o ff th eir science and environmental writers,

widgets with an RSS feed updated nighdy with

those topics have become less and less a part

the animals speed and distance traveled, a photo

o f the general conversation. These days, that’s

o f the day, researchers’ blogs, ocean news, an ask-

not a good thing. Scientific institutions have

a-researcher feature

an opportunity

and a feature story.

to hire journal

TO PP
uses

social

working

to

also

ists

net

c o m m u n itie s

tell

and to provide

to

build

the stories o f the

them with

s a te llite -ta g g e d

formation

that

animals.

educates

and

Omoo,

in

the white shark,

informs by us

and Penelope, the

ing all the tricks

elephant seal, have

that the W eb has

Facebook

up

pages.

When I checked
last,

Penelope

its

sleeves.

In

fact,

that’s

happen

had nearly 4,000

ing. NASA.gov,

friends.

which

O m oo

is a member o f
several anti-shark-

Dunbar

finning

eral years ago,

sev

that are springing

stepped

up on campuses.

the vacuum that

We

into

traditional news

realized

how events can engage people, many o f whom

organizations created when most stopped reg

stay connected with T O P P and its research

ularly reporting space science. NASA changed

ers’ activities. So, we also kicked o ff Elephant

its site from one whose main com m unity

Seals Homecoming Days in 2 0 0 8 , as a way

was businesses that contracted with NASA,

o f educating people in the world’s longest

to those members o f the general public who

mammal migration. We followed 2 0 sat

love anything to do with space, ranging from

ellite-tagged female elephant seals as they

the space shutde to the Mars landers. NASA,

swam from their feeding grounds in the

gov is now the go-to site for space science, and

cold Pacific waters o ff Alaska, back to Ano

has more than half a billion page views a year.

Nuevo State Park. There, they gave birth

Discovery Channel and National Geo

to their pups. Penelope was last year’s star.

graphic have long had a presence on the Web.

This year, in Elephant Seals H om ecom 

Although most o f their content is video or text

ing Days 2 0 0 9 , she shared the limelight with

that promotes their T V programs or, in the case

Jon Sealwart and Stelephant Colbert, who

o f National Geographic, also their magazine,

made his debut, yes, on the Colbert Report.

they often do special projects in which original

Was the Great Turtle Race journalism?

interactive content is produced for the Web —

Fifteen years ago, I would’ve sputtered an

such as Discovery’s “Shark Week” -- and which

indignant, “N o!” Now, I see how journal

engages people in a more interactive way.

ism can use games and, in this case, a race,

This year, NationalGeographic.com hosted

social networking, and multimedia story

Great Turde Race 2 0 0 9 . between April 15 -

telling to provide useful and engaging in

29, eleven leatherbacks raceed 6 ,0 0 0 miles

formation. But the same journalistic rules

from foraging grounds off Canada to nesting

apply. M y contract with T O P P specified

beaches in the Caribbean. The leatherbacks

that I had editorial control o f content, not

had a head start on viewership: NationalGeo-

scientists or the institutions they worked

graphic.com had 13.8 million unique viewers

for. And, if a scandal erupted in the Great

and 138 million page views per month before

Turtle Race, e.g., if it were revealed that a

the race started. This year’s winner: Esteban.

T O P P researcher substituted a loggerhead
for a leatherback, would I want people to

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

with Jane Ellen Stevens
Your story seemed part educational
and part journalistic. Do you think this is a
way of engaging people’s interest and can it
w ork for a variety of environmental stories?

Yes, I do I think that the Great Tur
tle Race was essentially a game, and I
think that games work very well to en
gage people. As I said in that story, I
think that if I had done this story IS
years ago it would have been a 4000
word magazine piece, and I don’t think
it would have had near the engagement
that this project did. It engages people,
it intrigues their interest, it pushes them
along to learn more about the animals
and the situation, and it also helped
them take action on trying to become
involved in environmental protection.

hired

journalist Brian

groups

Q&A

<S>

It also seemed as if a lot of the research was
done in collaboration with scientists. Do you
think that journalists and scientists working
together can benefit environmental reporting?

I think that journalists can...I mean,
they’ve always worked with scientists
in the sense that they translate what
the scientists do into a language that
the public can understand, and I think
this takes it to the next step which is
actually working on an event or proj
ect and engaging people in something
that takes place over time so that
people become more involved rath
er than just read a one “off** story.
The general public doesn’t seem to be
too terribly engaged with the climate change
story and some of the reporting that is go
ing on. W hat journalistic strategies would you
use to draw the general public’s attention?

Well, I think you have to figure out
all different ways you can possibly en
gage the public, and there are a num
ber of ways to do that. One, obviously,
is gaming. O; one is to make it local and
personal; and another is to make sure
that you*re engaging people across a
wide variety of media. So, for example,
with the Great Turtle Race, not only
did we have that game, but then we
also had what I call a “slave site** to
the game, where people could down
load widgets of each of the turtles
and put them on their MySpace pages.
Continued on page 47
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environmental events in
h is to ry have been covered

n

*

i
l

w

FRum m aE PASJ.
1925: The last ship sails south from Nom e, Alaska be
fore the seaport ices over and the town shuts down for
the winter. Two days later, diphtheria starts turning chil
dren’s tonsils black, and then kills them.Twenty mushers
race carefully packed serum for the epidemic day and
night over the 674-mile Iditarod trail. Short, cryptic tele
graphs over the wire make it into headlines of newspapers
across the country, telling the story of the heroic dogs.

1980: Mt. St. Helens slightly rumbles before blowing
itself in half. Mud, ice and magma race off the moun
tain at up to 670 miles per hour, some postulating that
these flows may have reached speeds greater than the
speed of sound.The explosion issues a column of ash 12
miles high 10 minutes after the eruption. Photojournal
ist Neil Blackburn is covering the ever^foi^National
Geographic and is trapped and killed in a campground
at the foot the mountain.The National Press Photogra
phers Association honors Blackburn wjth a scholarship.

13,000 years ago: A s the ice sheets cov
ering North America melt, one glacial finger
west of present-day Missoula surges and
dams the Clark Fork River. Behind the ice,
Glacial Lake Missoula forms. W hen the lake
displaces the ice dam, 500 cubic miles of wa
ter and ice flood to the Pacific. Geologist;
J Harlen Bretz finds clues to these floods,!
but is ridiculed for his oudandish theories.
Aerial and satellite photography prove
him right 30 years later, and at 96 years
old, he is awarded geology’s highest honor.

1931: Generally considered the dead
liest natural disaster ever recorded,
human casualties during the Central
China floods of 1931 are estimated
from lows of 400,000, to highs of 4
million. The majority of major riv
ers in China all flooded’,' including
the Yellow, Yangtze and Huaif rivers.

1986: Considered to be the w orst nuclear
power plant disaster in history, the Cher
nobyl disaster was a nuclear reactor accident
in Ukraine that resulted in a severe release of
radioactivity into the environment; nearly 400
times more fallout than was released by the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima. Early coverage
of the disaster is often thought to be specula
tion and misleading since only two people were
killed in the actual explosion. O ne example
of such irresponsibility was a N e w York Post
front page with the headline, ‘M A S S G R A V E 15,000 Reported Buried in Nuke Disposal Site.’
http://www.Vvacpglobal.org/en/20064-communitcations-and-disaster/601-Chernobyl-html.

2004: A n earthquake in the, Indian Oceans causes tsunamis 100
feet tall to wash ashore, killing more than 225,000 people. The
waves destroy beachside resorts, sweep tourists out to sea and re
arrange coastlines? Much Of the destruction occurs in^remote ar
eas not easily accessed by respo nd in g^e dia. In what has been
called the seminal tipping point in citizen journalis/h, survivors
relay news and footage of 'thp event worldwide fester than ever.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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79 A D :T h e day after the Romans celebrated
their god of fire with the festival Vulcanalia, Mount Vesuvius, a volcano on the Italian
coastline and biggest on mainland Europe,
explodes and buries the towns of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, killing as many as 25,000
people. And there’s only one eye-witness:
Pliny the Younger. His account not only helps
coin the term volcano, but is also the root
of the modern geological term describ
ing an explosive volcanic eruption, “plinian.”

1665: Europe’s last affair with the bubonic plague kills
100,000 people, 20 percent of London’s population.The
king leaves town, and the city orders sequestering the
sick and airing out infected bed linens. It puts restrictions
on burying the dead and posts watchmen to enforce cur
few. In this time of quarantine and isolation, newspapers
are an attractively non-contagious form of advice and
information. For neighbors afraid to talk to each other,
the news is their only connection to the outside world.

1860-1861: Crossing the N orth American continent from
S t Joseph, Miss, to Sacramento, Calif., the Pony Express was
the original fast mail service by horseback. It reduced the
time it took for mail to travel from the Atlantic to Pacific
coasts to roughly 10 days, depending on weather and the
time of year. Following Abraham Lincoln’s election to presi
dent of the United States in 1861, details of his inaugural
address covered the distance between St.Joseph and Sacra
mento in just seven days and 17 hours, a record at the time.

1987: The Black Dragon fire, the largest of the 20th
century, burns 18 million acres of forest in Asia. The S o 
viet Union decides they have enough forest and let the
fire burn 15 million acres. China sends 60,000 people
with shovels and only loses 3 million. But because both
China and the collapsing Soviet Union don’t think the
fire anybody else’s business, no one know s about it.
N o t until satellite photography picks up the smoke
plume and breaks the story to the rest of the world.

2001: The collapse of the W o rld Trade C enter occurred after the
terrorist attacks of September 11 which left 2,753 people dead and
produced enorm ous clouds of asbestos laden dust that covered
much of Manhattan for days, likely causing many respiratory illness
es among first responders.Alarmingly, the media failed to report on
the hazardousness of the dust until roughly tw o years later when a
federal report charged the Environmental Protection Agency with
covering up the dangers to w orkers and residents near G round Zero.
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F Y O U W A N T T O R E P O R T A B O U T T H E E N V IR O N M E N T
whether you’re looking for a bachelor’s degree or
want to earn a master’s or doctorate, there are many
diverse programs available. Some schools focus on
writing, others focus on acquainting their students with a
range of different media. Whatever the school’s degree, focus
or teaching style, there is one thing they all agree on: the
environment is a vital topic and the public needs reporters
who know enough about it to ask the right questions, find
the important stories and sort through the jargon to make it

offering environmental journalism programs in the United
States. Each school presents something unique and each is
listed on the Society of Environmental Journalists’W eb site.

Story By Brienna Fear

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Columbia University
In the m id -1 9 9 0 s , C olu m bia U niver
ing students to earn both a M aster o f S ci
ence in journalism and a M aster o f A rt in
earth and environm ental science jo u rn al
ism in two years. The first two semesters
focus on science to get students prepared
for their sum m er research p roject; a p ro j
ect that has sent m any C olu m bia U niver
sity students around the globe. The next
two semesters focus on journalism and
the cl asses acquaint students w ith a range
o f media. Applicants m ust apply to both
the Graduate School o f Journalism and
the Graduate School o f Arts and Sciences.
The program is very com petitive and the
Graduate School o f Arts and Sciences lists
many requirem ents applicants m ust meet.
The program will set you back around
$ 7 7 ,8 9 1 , but that doesn’t include possible
financial aid or a stipend students receive
in the sum m er for research costs.For more
inform ation go to: www.ldeo.Columbia,
edu/edu/eesj.

co-director o f C E J.
It takes about two years to finish the pro
gram and graduates earn a Master o f Arts
in journalism, with an emphasis in envi
ronmental journalism. The program, which
dents a year. Students have the opportunity

The schools listed below are just a few of the schools

sity started a dual m aster’s program allow

and policy experts than perhaps any other
single area in the world,” said Tom Yulsman,

started in 1992, accepts around 10 to 18 stu

understandable.

The Journalism School

“We are located in an area that has a great
er concentration o f environmental science

to focus on print or broadcast, or they can
choose to pursue both fields. W ith the wide
range o f experts at their fingertips, students
are presented with many fieldtrip opportuni
ties. Tuition costs about $ 2 0 ,8 2 4 a year for
residents and $ 5 1 ,6 2 4 for non-residents. For
more information go to: www.colorado.edu/
journalism/cej.

WESTERN
W A S H I N G T O N U N IV E R S IT Y

According to D an Fagin, director o f the
Science, Health and Environmental
Reporting Program (S H E R P ), “(SH E R P )
is one o f the oldest, i f not the oldest, environ
mental journalism program in the world and
also one o f the largest.”
Graduates o f the 16-m onth program earn
a Master o f Arts in journalism with an ad
vanced certificate in science, health and en
vironmental reporting. The program, estab
lished in 1982, educates students in a wide
range o f media so they can write, go into
broadcast, or work on a W eb site. In fact,
S H E R P has its own award winning, studentrun online magazine, Scienceline, that gets
around 2 ,5 0 0 hits a day. Students also get the
chance to go on a number o f field trips to sci
ence labs all over New York. The program is
highly competitive and accepts about 15 stu
dents a year. The ideal applicant is someone
who has a strong science background (usu
ally a degree in science) and demonstrates a
flair for writing. Tuition is about $ 4 2 ,0 0 0 a
year, but Fagin said the school has a good fi

The undergraduate environm ental jo u r
nalism program was started in the early
1 9 8 0 s after students at Huxley College
began to publish a quarterly magazine,
The Planet, to raise awareness about en
vironm ental issues. The w riting led to an
interest in environm ental journ alism , and
the program took o ff from there. Students
who want to pursue this program must
gain acceptance to W estern W ashington
University, as well as H uxley College. Stu 
dents apply for the program at the end o f
their sophom ore year, and around 12 ap
plicants are accepted. Environm ental jo u r
nalism m ajors earn h a lf their credits in sci
ence classes and h a lf in journalism classes.
Students are also required to work on The
Planet and are encouraged to write for the
university’s other publications as well. The
cost o f tu ition is about $ 6 ,3 8 4 a year for
residents and $ 2 1 ,8 9 2 for non-residents.
For more inform ation go to: http://www.
w w u.edu/advising/M ajorGuides/environm en tal-jo u rn alism -b a.p d f

nancial aid budget. For more inform ation go

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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Knight Center
for Environmental Journalism

by doing them.” O ut o f state tuition, without

T u itio n

room and board, is around $ 1 2 ,8 6 0 for un

and a b o u t $ 1 2 ,5 0 0 for non-resid ents. For

dergraduates and $ 3 ,929 for graduate students

m ore inform ation go to: http://journalism.
unr.edu/graduateprogram.

per semester. For undergraduate residents it is
The program at Michigan State Uni
versity offers degrees at the undergraduate,
graduate and doctorate levels. The program

is ab ou t $ 7 ,0 0 0

for residents

around $5,131 and $7,5 9 9 for resident gradu
ate students. For more information go to:
http://jrn.msu.edu.

Q LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

has courses in radio, television, new me
dia, newspaper, magazine and even wildlife
documentaries.

University of Nevada, Reno

Lehigh University established its under
graduate program in 1978 and offers print,

The undergraduate and

online and multimedia courses. The program

doctoral programs began in the beginning
E n v iro n m e n ta l

provides students many opportunities to

in 2007. The Knight Center was set up in

Jo u rn a lis m M a ste r o f A rts P rog ram fo 

obtain practical journalism experience and
requires students to work for at least two se

The

o f 1995 and the graduate program started

In te ra c tiv e

1999 and houses the Meeman Archives, an

cu ses on o n lin e m ed ia and takes th ree

archive preserving over a thousand o f the

sem esters to c o m p le te plus a 1 5 0 -h o u r

mesters on the schools newspaper. The class

best newspaper articles about the environ

su m m er in te rn s h ip . T h e sch o o l crea ted

sizes are usually small with an average o f

th is sp e cia liz e d p ro g ram in 2 0 0 6 and

about 13 students to a class.

ment from the past 20 years.
The university also offers a program

a cce p ts e ig h t to ten stu d e n ts a year.

“All classes are cross-listed (double-listed)

called Residential Initiative for the Study

“W e have th ree co re b e lie fs th a t a n i

either with the Environmental Studies pro

o f the Environment (RISE) where students

m ate th e p ro g ra m : jo u rn a lis m is e sse n 

gram or the Science, Technology and Society

interested in environmental careers can opt

tia lly a d e m o c ra tic a c t and sh o u ld be

program,” said Sharon Friedman, director o f

to live with each other. Those who partici

p ra c tic e d w ith th a t k n o w led g e; in te r 

the Science and Environmental W riting Pro

pate in R ISE are privy to special classes and

a c tiv ity p ro vid es new o p p o rtu n itie s fo r

gram. “A few are cross-listed with the Health,

lectures. Students are encouraged to join

re -th in k in g th e role o f a jo u rn a list in a

Medicine and Society program. We require

the student run EJ Magazine or other pro

d em ocracy; [and] the en v iro n m en t is a

16 hours o f science and statistics in addition

grams on campus such as the study abroad

c ritica l issue and provides an o p p o rtu n i

to science and environmental writing and

program where students go to the British

ty fo r e xp erim en tin g w ith new form s o f

general journalism courses.”

Isles in the summer and learn about envi

jo u rn a lis m ,” said D o n ic a M en sin g , d irec

The cost o f tuition is roughly $ 3 7 ,5 5 0 a

ronmental and journalism issues. As Jim

to r o f graduate studies. T o en ter the p ro

year, but Friedman said there is a lot o f fi

Detjen, director o f the Knight Center, said,

gram ap p lican ts need a jo u rn a lism degree

nancial aid available. For more information

“Students actually learn to do these things

or p rofessional jo u rn a lism

go to: http://cas.lehigh.edu/sciencewriting.

Jane Stevens Q& A continued form page 43
If I were doing it now; I w ould also make
sure that widget could be put on p e op le ’s
cell p hones so that you could get an update
every ten m inutes o f what was happening
to the anim al you’re engaging with. Then
groups o f people, essentially, had little bets
am ong themselves about how the animals
were doing and so that engaged people in
that way. B u t I think that there are also
other ways in terms o f localizing it. You
know, what does this m ean fo r your wife, or
what does it m ean in your com m unity and
how can you take action in your community.
H o w can you take action collaboratively?
The only thing w e’ve been able to do
so far is, you know, you individually ...
can m ake a difference. Well, people know
that that’s such a tiny little difference that
it almost m akes no sense to do it, but if
you’re doing it as a group, you can actu
ally get some steps going. So that’s where
the social netw orking aspects o f this com e
in and we had M y Sp ace pages for all o f
the turtles. So we encouraged people to
keep tabs on them afterwards and get in 
volved in the project that was go ing on in
Costa Rica, and we had som e success with
that. So I think that by personalizing it,
by localizing it by m aking sure that y ou ’re

exp erien ce.

reaching people in all the ways that they
com m unicate and I think that you can have
a better shot at getting people involved.

You’ve talked about the transition to we
bcentric news and information, can you tell
me about the role journalists can play with
that in the context of the environment?
Journalists have different roles in the
web medium and some o f those are tra
ditional like watchdog, fact checker, in
vestigative reporter. But then there is
also the new role o f com munity inform a
tion manager that you actually create a
place for the whole community to interact.
There aren’t very many sites like this in
environmental reporting, but if you look
at business and sports they do that pretty
well. For example on MarketW atch you
can get all the news of the day, and then
there is a social network where people can
share information and have a conversation
with each other, and there is a lot happen
ing in that community, on MarketW atch.
In the CBS family o f Web sites there is
MaxPreps, a which is user-generated high
school sports information, which is fast be
com ing the place to get anything about high
school sports in the country. That’s part of
a family o f their fantasy sites which are the
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social networking aspect o f it. Then their
more traditional news sites but all together
it’s news, information, social networking, ev
erybody having a conversation and CBS is es
sentially creating a place for that to happen.
Another example is Disboom. That is a
network for people w ho have disabilities
and they bring together news inform a
tion social netw orking and business so that
people who have disabilities have a direct
link to businesses and vice versa w hich just
m akes finding products and services easier.
So that’s the kind o f thing that journalists
need to create in any topic. So, for exam
ple, I ’m putting together a local health site
now. It ’s part social network, part tradi
tional news, beat blogging and story tell
ing, and also a place for people to find out
about health products and services, and
for people to help and to rate them; and
people will have those products and services
to have a conversation with a community.
If journalists don’t create that somebody
else will, and in fact a lot o f people are.
But most o f the people that are, don’t
have the journalism part o f that, and I think
that that journalism part is really im por
tant to the need o f the community. B e 
cause they need to have a trusted source,
and we can be that for them.
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n jr jlx l book

review

" M o n t a n a ' s B o b M a r sh a ll Co u n t r y " (R e v ise d Ed it io n )
By R ick a n d S u s ie G raetz
Missoula’s husband-and-wife team, R ick and Susie Graetz, pair up once again for this indepth look at one o f Americas last best places in the revised “M ontanas Bob Marshall Country”
(Northern Rockies Publishing, 2 0 0 4 ). Portraying the area’s history, creation, geography, geol
ogy, weather and wildlife, as well as dividing this vast land into geographic regions - the Bob
Marshall, Scapegoat and Great Bear wilderness areas - the book guarantees its readers get the
very most out o f their time spent in this astonishing backcountry wilderness.
Originally published in 1985, the first edition o f the book was assembled from Rick Graetz’s
experience o f more than 15 years hiking and skiing in Bob Marshall country as a younger man.
Nearly 20 years later, in 2 0 0 4 , the couple presented this revised edition, which includes much
o f the original writing, some new photography and additional chapters and thoughts.
Along with the couple’s own writing and beautiful photography, the book is full o f words
penned by those who saw the early days o f this wilderness first hand and those who have written
about it since, including Charlie Shaw, Bob Cooney, Clyde Fickes and more.
As Rick Graetz writes in his introduction, “Read this missive, and then head out into the
landscape on foot or by ‘wilderness sport’s car’ — the four-legged model, namely horseback.
Montana’s Bob Marshall country is your place...you own it...g o explore it.”
— C hris D ’A ngelo

"Y ello w sto n e W o lv e s :
A C h r o n ic l e of the A n im a l , the P eo ple , a n d the Po lit ic s "
By Cat U r b ig k it
Cat Urbigkit, a journalist and rancher from Pinedale, W yo., has had about as much experience
with Wyoming wolves as anyone. Her new book, “Yellowstone Wolves: A Chronicla o f the Animal,
the People, and the Politics” (M cDonald and Woodward Publishing Co., 2 0 0 8 ), gives a historical ac
count o f wolves in the West, covers the arguments and efforts o f the federal w olf reintroduction into
Yellowstone National Park in the 1990s, and follows the reintroduced wolves as they disperse from
the park and encounter people.
Many people felt a remnant population o f wolves escaped 2 0 th century eradication by hiding in
the wilderness o f northwest W yoming. These people argued reintroduced Canadian wolves would
adulterate the existing w olf species and be a violation o f the Endangered Species Act. Urbigkit was
one o f these people and thoroughly argues her case in the book.
She succeeds in conveying the complexity o f the issues surrounding w olf reintroduction and the
problems facing reintroduced wolves. However, she neglects discussing the positive ecological effects
o f wolves and gives little space to successful w olf management stories. From her perspective, reintro
duced wolves have been far more problematic for the citizens than for the government.
The interactions between wolves and livestock get a lot o f Urbigkit’s attention. She tells stories o f
ranchers roping wolves, wolves killing calves and her own stories involving wolves and her sheep. The
book is a well-supported, cleanly written account o f wolves from a W yoming perspective, and is one
o f the most recent and in-depth books available on the subject.
— W ill G rant

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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"Killing for Coal: America's Deadliest Labor War"
By Thomas G. Andrews

T H O M A S G. A N D R E W S

Killing for Coal

W hen M other Jones addressed a hall full o f angry Colorado coal miners in September 1913, and

A m e r i c a ’ s D e a d l i e s t L a b o r W ar

urged the men to “rise up and strike— strike until the last one o f you drops into your graves,” few ap
preciated the prophetic irony in her words. Seven months later, in the Ludlow Massacre o f April 20,
1914, eighteen strikers and family members, including young children, would be killed by state militia
and guards for the Rockefeller family, the owner o f the coal mines.
The causes and consequences o f this searing tragedy— and the equally deadly miners’ reaction—
have been told in terms o f labor and politics. But Thomas G . Andrews, author o f “Killing for Coal”
(Harvard University Press, 2 0 0 8 ) attempts to place it in the much wider context. Coal (and later oil)
powered the industrial development o f “this dry, biologically unproductive land.” The inescapable
conclusion: W e who live in the American W est are not only the beneficiaries o f decades o f exploitation
o f fossil fuels (and o f the backbreaking labor that harvested them ), we are also the owners o f the en
vironmental mortgage placed upon the land by our ancestors’ all-too-human drive to “progress.” This
excellent, holistic approach to our Western history reminds us o f this terrible truism.
—C lem W ork

" D eep Ec o n o m y "
NATI ONAL B E S T S E L L E R

By B ill M c K ib b e n

■AHOPEFUL MANIFESTO... AN INSPIRING BOOK THATSHOWS
US NOT ONLY THE WAYWE NEEDTO LIVE. BUTALSO
THE WAYWE SHOULD WANTTO.*—THE BOSTONGLOBE

Bill M cK ibben spent a year eating only locally produced food. He used that experience to shed light
on some o f the high environmental costs o f our current transportation-dependent food distribution
system. He is upfront about the drawbacks, writing about the additional time and attention it took to
feed his family and the more limited food choices, such as lots o f root vegetables and no bananas. He
also delves into the benefits, direct and collateral, including good food, new friends and a closer con
nection to his community, all at a reduced cost to the environment.
M cK ibben eases the reader into a simpler life, gently selling the “less is more” approach and the rich

DEEP ECONOMY
T H E WE AL TH OF

COMMUNITIES

AND T H E D U R A B L E P U T U R E

rewards o f deeper connections and stronger communities.
He opines that co-operative farms, farmers’ markets and neighborhood gathering spots are the little
steps we can begin to take to form local networks and a more sustainable existence.
I f you subscribe to the idea o f deep ecology, that we are a part, but a no more significant part, o f a
living environment and our goal should be the nurturing o f that whole system, than “Deep Economy:

b i l l m c k ib b e n
author o f THE E K P OP NATURE

The Wealth o f Com m unities and the Durable Future” (Times Books, 2 0 0 7 ) makes beautiful sense.
M ckibben offers hopeful examples o f how we could better nurture ourselves while reducing our impact
on the environment.
- J en n ifer K irby

"P eak Ev e r y t h in g : W a k in g U p to the C e n t u r y of D e c lin e s "
By R ic h a r d h e in b e r g
Richard Heinberg makes the case that the world’s natural resources have, or soon will be, reaching

PEAK EVERYTHING
WAKING UP to tlx CENTURY OF DECLINES

their peak and declining in his book “Peak Everything: Waking Up to the Century o f Declines” (New
Society Publishers, 2 0 0 7 ). Heinberg asks and answers the questions that arise from studying the scientific
data. However, he also explores the historical and cultural context o f this information and offers practical
suggestions as to a reasonable response to these problems.
“Peak Everything” is written as a collection o f essays, each inspired by a lecture or experience Heinberg
has had. This is a good book for those who like to skip around in their reading or take small bites o f a
serious topic because it’s topical and not written in a specific order.
In one volume, readers can see connections between resources that have peaked, like: population,
grain production, wild fish harvests, fresh water availability per capita, arable land in agricultural produc
tion, climate stability, etc.
Heinberg, a fellow at the Post Carbon Institute, has lectured widely on the topic o f world energy con
sumption and its implications. He has also written books on the subject o f peak oil.
—D eborah B rae Tanner

>
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STAFF

C o llin B e h a n is a junior at the Universi
ty of Montana, planning to graduate in 2 0 10
and vie for a spot in the wide-open jour
nalism job market. W h e n he manages to
break away from school, Collin hikes, bikes
and canoes around Missoula’s mountains.

P a tric k C o t e is a senior in photojournalism
at the University of Montana. He plans to
graduate in the fall of 2009. W ith no plans
for a job yet, he hopes he can find a way to
stay in Montana and continue hunting and
fishing.

E liz a b e th D ie h l is a junior in the jour
nalism program and plans to graduate in
the spring of 2 0 10. She loves to write and
likes photography and design.

B rie n n a F e a r believes ignorance breeds
prejudice and aims to help eliminate dis
crimination of minority groups and peoples
by getting their unheard stories to the
public. She is currently working on two
young-adult books and graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in print journalism from
the University of Montana in May.
L e tt y H in g tg e n graduated in May with
a bachelor’s degree photojournalism from
the University of Montana with a minor in
media arts. She moved back to Seatde with
hopes of pursuing her career as a photog
rapher and getting a dog of her own.

B e c k y M a le w itz received her bach
elor’s degree from Valparaiso University in
2007. She is currently a graduate student
in the photojournalism program at the
University of Montana and will graduate
in spring of 2010. She hopes to someday
live in a warm, sunny place and w ork as a
photographer.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss38/1
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K e lse y B e rn iu s is a 2009 print journalism
graduate from The University of Montana.
She grew up in Missoula and decided there’s
just not a better place to live and study jour
nalism. W hen riot writing or studying, she
can be found running up the beautiful hills
around Missoula or enjoying espresso.

Originally from St. Louis, Mo., C h ris
D ’A n g e lo moved to Montana in 2005
to pursue his passion for writing. W h en
not struggling to meet deadlines, he en
joys good music, close friends and being in
Montana’s beautiful mountains. He graduat
ed from the University of Montana School
of Journalism in May 2009.

Originally from Arlington, a small city about
an hour north of Seattle, A m y F axo n
moved to Missoula, Mont., in 2005. For
the past four years she has studied print
journalism and music performance. After
graduating in May 2009, she moved back to
the Seattle area for work.

W ill G r a n t is a graduate student in print
journalism at the University of Montana.
Originally from Littleton, Colo., he received
a bachelor’s degree in natural resources
from Sewanee:The University of the South.
He said he’ll be damned if he’s going to live
anywhere other than the Rocky Mountains.

Jen nifer K ir b y owned a bar & grill in
Jackson, Mont, until, in hopes of saving her
self from a life in front of a grill and behind
a bar, she sold her liquor license to fund her
graduate education in journalism, which she
will complete in the fall of 2009.
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Jeff O ste e n was raised in Casa Grande,
Ariz. and graduated from the University of
Montana School of Journalism in 2009. He
hopes to find gainful employment in journal
ism, but also plans on pursuing a number of
entrepreneurial efforts that he hopes will
bring him great fortune.

B e n P re z is a graduating senior in print
journalism. He is fascinated by the human
condition and uses journalism to find nu
ance in the profound and everyday aspects
of life. A mandolin player and music con
noisseur, Prez hopes to write for a sports
or music publication.

C ate O liver graduated from Gonzaga
University in 2007 with a bachelor’s degree in
media journalism and broadcasting. After living
in Armagh, Northern Ireland briefly to study
international media, she landed in Missoula.
She is now in graduate school at the University
of Montana studying photojournalism.

T iffa n y S h y u is a photo journalism grad
uate student at the University of Montana
w ho plans to get out of school as soon as
she can. After she graduates, she wants to
move back to the coast and find a job that
will make her life fulfilling and happy.

A lis o n G e n e S m it h graduated in May
K ip S ik o r a is a photojournalism gradu
ate student at the University of Montana.
He graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
religion from Sewanee: The University of
the South in 2001, and spent the subse
quent years living, traveling and working in
Costa Rica and Ecuador. D o g is his co-pilot.

D e b o r a h B r a e T ann er, originally from

M e lis s a W e a v e r carried a steno
notebook during recess in elementary
school so she could interview and write
funny stories about her classmates. The
Billings native graduated in May from the
University of Montana School of Journalism
with a second major in psychology through
the Department of Psychology.

Photo credit Russel Daniels

Memphis, Tenn., pursued her dream of liv
ing out W e st and going back to school. She
moved to Missoula, Mont, and graduated in
May 2009 with a masters’ in print journal
ism from the University of Montana School
of Journalism.

with a Bachelor of A rts in journalism with
a photojournalism option and a minor in
women and gender studies. She is pas
sionate about photography and also loves
cooking, making jewelry, and riding her bi
cycle around Missoula on sunny days.

MJR Staff in Pattee Canyon, Missoula, M ont
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Whetzel

One O f Missoula s
Natural Wonders.

GOOD
FOOD

1600 S. 3rd S t. W est
Missoula, M T 59801
406.541. FOO D
w ww .goodfoodstore.com

S T O R E

CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION CO
Matt Whetzel

Slabs
Steps
Patios
Sidewalks
Foundations

240-3444

Public Service Broadcasting

from The University of Montana

Montana

Public Radio

89.1 M issoula
89.9 Kalispell and Great Falls
91.3 Butte
91.7 Helena and Whitefish and Dillon
91.9 Hamilton

www.mtpr.org

Fort Benton River Press - 1912

Montana’s Largest Classroom

KUFM-TV, channel 11

www.montanapbs.org

From the days of hot type and
freezing cold backshops...
To the days of IT and the Web...
The Montana Newspaper Association has
been there, helping Montana’s newspapers
meet the challenges of their time.

Montana
NEWSPAPER

ASSOCIATION

825 Great Northern Blvd., Ste. 202 • Helena, MT 59601
1-800-325-8276 • (406) 443-2850 • mtnewspapers.com
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B M K H IliH
wRIfreshinq J\lew Kind of Journalism

• An award-winning regional online magazmkf featuririg in-depth
reporting and coftJTfuljDOffimentary on the culture, politics and
economy of the f l o c k ® ountain W e st'
• Community n e w saifflinffirmation sites and market-leading event
calendars in M is^StAt^lathead, Bozeman and Boise
• The latest in online^nedicftools and technologies, including
lively discussioff threads, community blogs, Twitter and
Facebook groups, phtThnnu) video, and much more...
• Next-generation marketing solutions, delivering the most
desirable business-to-business and general consumer audiences
"By just about every measure New W est, the online
magazine, is a success: It features great writing and
reporting, presented via a sm art blend o f magazine and
bloglike articles covering the Rocky Mountain states.
Traffic is growing. C ritics are raving.”
-

T h e N ew Y ork T im es

Join the Conversation at WWW.NGWW6St.ll6t
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